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Chapter One 
And so the story flows effortlessly and seamlessly on from The Museum of Future Technology… 

 

Whilst the Earplug Brothers fled from the apparition that claimed to be either a 

machine-intelligence, or the Supreme Being, other stuff was happening. Earplugs 

everywhere were complaining to the RoboSecGuas about the bully-boy tactics of the 

Sentinel Robots. Some desperate RoboSecGuas were sending out messages to their 

compadres… 

 

Even individual RoboSecGuas were working themselves up into a frenzy... 



 

And all the time the Sentinel Robots waltzed around as if they owned the Museum of 

Future Technology. Some of them even went so far as to make their eyes burn a 

frightening shade of red… 

 

Things were getting so bad that EvilRoboSecGua capitulated and agreed to join the 

RoboSecGuas. It even agreed to wear a stupid police-plug’s helmet… 

 

But if things were going badly in the museum proper, it was far nastier in Eyewash 

Station. The Earplug Brothers had split up in an attempt to avoid the Supreme Being's 

omnipresent eye. But it couldn't last - particularly for Rudi, who, along with Valentine, 

was caught in the glare of a purple light... 



 

"Bum," Rudi exclaimed, "the beastie's caught us!" 

But Rudi was quite wrong in his summation of their situation. It was something totally 

different. Well partly different anyway. Rudi and Valentine soon found themselves 

whisked away and placed inside a super elevator pod with their three brothers… 

 

"Sorry, boys." Rudi said. “I don’t know how this happened. This aint right on!” 

But before any of them could accept his apology for getting them in trouble, the elevator 

dropped like a stone to another level, where... 



 

"Welcome." A voice emanated from a strange lighty-uppy round thing. 

"I really like the way you light up." Magnuss informed the strange lighty-uppy round 

thing. "What exactly are you?" 

"I am The Oracle." The strange lighty-uppy round thing replied. Then it added: "I will 

answer any question you have for me. Ask me any question you wish." 

Well Rudi didn't even require a nanosecond: "How do we escape the all-seeing eye of 

either a machine-intelligence or the Supreme Being?" 

"That's easy." The Oracle replied. "Use the Path Finder: it's just over there." 

And indeed it transpired to be so...  

 



So Rudi hopped aboard and asked the same question of The Path Finder. Within a 

millisecond a yellow arrow flashed, and the way became clear to him. "Right then, 

follow me." He said, as he set out upon a sojourn that he prayed would lead them all to 

safety. 

The Path Finder had shown Rudi the direction in which he should travel: but it didn't 

tell him how far it would be, or what obstacles they would encounter en route. The boys 

were forced to negotiate all kinds of places - like inside-out tread mills, which were very 

tricky and tested their balance to the utmost… 

 

And horrible places full of wires and electrical stuff that terrified the Earplug Brothers 

with their latent power… 

 



But after fifteen minutes they began to think that, perhaps, they might have arrived at 

their destination... 

 

"Impressive stuff, guys." Chester was heard to observe. "I wonder what it does." 

Perhaps Chester should have kept his big gob shut, because a moment later the machine 

that they had inadvertently walked into, activated... 

 

"Argh." Miles screamed in horror. "Our body heat, or perhaps a pressure pad, has set 

some wheels in motion. You never know – it’s possible we might be doomed!" 



Then it all went comparatively desperately dark... 

 

"I think I preferred things when they were more see-able." Magnuss offered. 

Then images began to form around them. Initially the Earplugs thought that they were 

looking at elaborate holograms. Especially when they spotted an earplug that looked 

identical to Magnuss... 

 

But they began to have second thoughts when snow began falling and a reasonably 

attractive female joined him... 



 

...and they realised that the 'other' Magnuss was creating an entire winter scene with his 

bubbly wind-breaking. 

Looking away in disgust they spotted Valentine apparently experiencing an LSD 

'trip'… 

 

"But I've never touched lysergic acid diethylamide." Valentine cried out plaintively. "I 

prefer yeast extract!" 

So discounting this apparition as a mere 'vision' or 'mirage', the boys twisted through 

one hundred and eighty degrees - to be met with the sight of... 



 

"It's Mister Pong." Miles called out gleefully. "Hello, Mister Pong." 

But Mister Pong was too busy going up and down upon his short-travel mobile elevator 

to reply.  Unwittingly all five earplugs stepped forward, and in an instant discovered 

that they had somehow entered the 'scene'… 

 

"Somehow we've entered the scene." Rudi said, as he held his brothers back. "Proceed 

no further. I'm well versed in the science-fiction genre: I could be wrong, but I think 

we've stepped into a holographic three-dee form of alternative reality where extreme 

religious doctrine had banned the use of stairs, and if folk want to go upstairs to bed, or 

visit the toilet, they must do so by employing Mister Pong and his mobile elevator!" 

"Very good." Mister Pong said on the way back down again. "What else do you know?" 



Rudi looked around him. To his utter disbelief all he could see was Yu-Wah and Wah-

Hey... 

 

"Oh my God," Valentine exclaimed, "Wah-Hey's eyes are even huger and more 

gorgeous; and Yu-Wah doesn't look like she's chewed on a wasp!" 

"An accurate description, bro." Rudi said before Valentine descended into banalities. 

"But note also that their pink hair is now ginger, and that they are no longer lumpy in 

the mid-drift." 

Valentine's face creased into a beatific smile. "You mean..?" 

"Yes." Rudi answered before Valentine could ask the question. "They're not fat, and in 

all probability they drink fat-free milk, water biscuits, and diet cola!" 

But the alternate reality hadn't given up all its strange secrets yet... 

 

"Look," Chester cried in alarm, "EvilRoboSecGua and an army of warrior robots have 

invaded and are about to imprison the girls and one of their trained packing pads!" 



But Chester was entirely wrong... 

 

...because all that EvilRoboSecGua wanted to do was to chase the girls around and lasso 

them with his tongue and threaten to twang  their knicker elastic, which made them 

giggle uncontrollably. 

"This is a strange reality." Miles opined. It's quite nice though: look..." 

 

"Good grief!" Rudi exploded. "Are those RoboSecGuas actually turning their backs, 

and looking the other way, whilst Yu-Wah and Way-Hey carry illicit contraband 

through customs? If so - I'm all for staying!"  

But Magnuss showed wisdom beyond his years, when - with a mighty shove - he pushed 

his brothers deeper into the mysterious alternate reality machine in Eyewash Station… 



 

"You rotten lousy git." Rudi said angrily to him. "That looked like absolute heaven." 

"It may have been." Magnuss said sensibly. "But it wasn't where we belong." He was 

going to add: "Let's use the back door and revisit the Path Finder to see if we can find 

our way home", when something totally unexpected appeared... 

 

...which was the image of their younger brother, Samson, creeping up behind his 

girlfriend, Clarissa (who lived next door) and pinching her on the bum. 

"Oh Samson," Rudi cried out ineffectually (because the unreal Samson couldn't hear 

him), "what a little sod you are. You wait until I get home: I'm gonna tell Clarissa's dad 

all about this!" 

But before he could say another inaudible word, reality shifted, and Samson was 

replaced with the image of... 



 

This time it was Miles' turn to cry out: "Oh look, Chester: it's us - when we were stuck 

on the roof of the Museum of Future Technology!" 

Unfortunately, due to oxygen starvation at the time of the incident, Chester could recall 

nothing of his entrapment upon the high altitude roof. Nevertheless he was surprised 

when his alternate counterpart flung himself from the roof upon a length of blue cord... 

 

And he was appalled when the alternative Miles said: "Sod this for a game of soldiers: 

my back hurts like heck," and promptly let go… 

 



Fortunately for the alternative Chester, someone had ditched an old mattress from their 

passing RV, and he landed safely… 

 

But before anyone could pass comment, this happened... 

 

"Gotcha, ya little bleeders." The Supreme Being/Machine Intelligence bellowed from 

high above, through shiny teeth that glinted with outrage. "I've been watching you lot - 

'specially you two dopes with the nineteen-seventies facial fungus. Oh boy, have I got a 

surprise for you two!" 

And what a surprise it was... 
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...as Rudi and Valentine were taken aside by unseen forces, which might have been 

either telekinetic or electromagnetic, where a weird light was shone upon them… 

 

 …whereupon something quite unique happened... 

 

It almost seemed, to the other three brothers, who stood motionless and shocked as they 

watched the powers of future technology at work... 

 



... that two earplugs had become one… 

 

Which of course they had - in the shape of Rudival! 

Chapter Two 

Once over the shock of Rudi and Valentine's transformation, Magnuss noticed that 

something very similar had happened in one of the many alternate realities shown by 

the machine in which they continued to stand around in like a bunch of open-mouthed 

guppies... 

 



He reasoned that if Rudival contained elements of both Rudi and Valentine, it was 

perfectly reasonable for him to have the same girlfriends – in the shape of Yu-Wah and 

Wah-Hey. So, from the alternate Mister Pong's point of view, that situation meant that 

his beloved daughters could get chummy with ‘such a mixed up guy’, which was 

something that was totally unacceptable to him. So keeping a discreet distance he 

stalked them as they went about their business... 

 

...with blackness in his heart, and potential murder on his mind. 

Magnuss brought this to the attention of the Supreme Being/Machine Intelligence. 

"Tough luck, pipsqueak." S.B/M.I replied. "That'll teach 'em not to mess about with 

me!" 

Magnuss informed S.B/M.I that his response had been the result of unsound reasoning, 

and opined that a being, no matter how supreme or mechanically intelligent, was unfit 

to rule over the lives of lesser creatures such as earplugs and whatnot - mostly because 

of his rubbishy brain. Naturally the Supreme Being/Machine Intelligence told him to 

sod off. But the damage had been done. Doubt now clouded S.B/M.I's mind. His ego 

became fragile, and for the first time since he had created/possibly created the earplugs, 

he felt vulnerable. 

"Would you excuse me for an eon?" He said. "It's just that I'm feeling a moderately 

vulnerable at the moment. I need a little time to think and consider my current 

situation. Meanwhile carry on playing with the alternative reality machine. That’s an 

order" 

All three individual earplugs cried out in unison, "Don't leave now, you dozy twit: bring 

back Rudi and Valentine first!" 



But it was too late: the Supreme Being/Machine Intelligence was gone. So, with nothing 

else to do but wait for his return, the earplugs settled down to watch some more 

alternative realities... 

 

Miles and Rudival spotted themselves looking at a nice country scene. 

"Boring!" Rudival opined as he tried to adjust uneven buttocks, one of which was 

Rudi's, and the other Valentine's. Then there was this… 

 



But he found the image of a ruined Museum of Future Technology being enveloped by a 

deadly form of moss (that enjoyed eating earplugs) quite fascinating. He was thrilled 

even more as he watched... 

 

...one of his brothers, apparently in cahoots with K’Plank the Space Wanderer, beneath 

a crystal UFO. 

"Yo, go for it!" He cheered. "Cheat, lie, take the swine for everything he's got!" 

And his heart fairly swelled with pride when... 

 



...someone placed Yu-Wah and Way- Hey on an ear plug-powered treadmill and 

demanded that the two of them supply the power for an entire Museum of Future 

Technology - with the threat of a hobnailed boot up the bum if they failed.  

Leaning close to Magnuss and Miles, Chester whispered: "Guys, Rudival exhibits all 

the badness and evil stuff of each of our brothers - but precious little of the good. We 

gotta separate them somehow, and return them to their old selves. Any ideas how we do 

it?" 

Magnuss thought he might have an idea that was worth considering: "It's a longshot," 

he whispered back, "but..."  

Five minutes later (after consulting The Oracle for pertinent information and 

instructions) Eyewash Station went into auto-destruct mode… 

 

…which meant that the anxiety levels in the slightly disturbed brain of Rudival were 

heightened alarmingly, and caused a chemical imbalance to occur. Then, as Green Alert 

lights blazed brightly, a form of epilepsy gripped Rudival... 

 



...and the basic difference between the two brothers, living in a single body, snapped 

Rudi's psyche away from Valentine's... 

 

And with a mighty unbound they were free! 

 

"Wow, man." Rudi said with a rush of air from lungs that were now his and his alone, 

"Did you notice that whilst conjoined as a single entity we leaned to one side by several 

alarming degrees?" 

"Sho'nuf did, bro." Valentine replied. "And I think I have a theory as to why this was 

so." 

Magnuss, Miles, and Chester all leaned close to hear Valentine's pearl of wisdom. 



"Our father was banana salesman.” The second-eldest brother said. “He was obviously 

influenced by the product he sold." 

Rudi nodded sagely, as he thought about it. "Bananas are bent." He observed. 

Valentine considered this. "Correct.” He said. “Now we’ve got that mystery solved, let’s 

go have some fun." 

But, at that particular moment in another part of the vast emporium, 'fun' was the last 

thing on RoboSecGua's electronic mind. The earplugs that worked in the Museum of 

Future Technology were demanding that it lead a deputation to the Sentinel Robots, 

and tell them to go to hell, and not come back. So it did... 

 

One creative earplug improvised a placard that boldly stated his state of mind 

concerning the over-bearing nature of the Sentinel Robot's behaviour. It said ‘Anger’, 

and boy, did he feel it! 

"Boo!" The commanding robot's right-hand robot, Heap Big Sod-Off Robot, roared at 

the earplug’s spokes-robot. 

Though intimidated upon at least seventeen levels of scariness, RoboSecGua stood its 

ground. Moments later everyone wished it hadn't… 

 



…and that included RoboSecGua itself... 

 

The Mesmeric Wave ruled: RoboSecGua had successfully pooped itself – even though it 

was not equipped to do so, or wished to. So once again the Sentinel Robots triumphed. 

Meanwhile Brian Blasted was feeling rather shameful about his treatment of the clone, 

Magginess. She now lay prone inside the huge press with her helmet ruined and the 

number forty-two stamped on the top of her head… 

 

"By the bowels of the Supreme Being, what a monster I've been!" He bellowed 

reproachfully. "How will I ever regain my self-respect, and make it up to it to her?" 



It would take a while for the great actor to answer his own question, so meanwhile... 

 

...the Earplug Brothers had completely forgotten to disarm the Eyewash Station self-

destruct.  Soon things started to whoosh, fizzle, and spurt. Girders groaned, stantions 

wriggled, and a female voice began a calm resonating countdown. 

 



The boys had been rolling about in a huge drum, when Magnuss noticed the public 

address system: "Doesn't she have a lovely voice." He opined. 

Miles agreed; but it wasn't the female voice that made Rudi scream in alarm: it was 

what she was saying. "Argh." He yelled. "What a fool I've been. Run, brothers: run!" 

With that he took off like a tweaked muscle - intent upon one destination only: the exit. 

Naturally the others made off in hot pursuit - although Valentine did pause briefly for a 

previously booked gig at a Roller Disco contest... 

 

...and Miles and Chester were forced to run furiously upon an Earplug Energy 

Generator to power an elevator that had closed down because of the self-destruct 

protocol... 

 



Worse still, earplugs were panicking at the entrance/exit transfer conduit, and clogging 

it with their stubby pinky/orange (and occasionally other coloured) bodies. 

 

And doors were proving rather small for a large influx/out-pouring of pedestrians too... 

 

But before the whole edifice collapsed around their ears, the five brothers found 

themselves upon familiar ground... 



 

...and within moments they (and everyone else) dashed from Eyewash Station... 

 

So, with the exception of the huge explosion that lit up the exit corridor behind them, it 

all ended rather well for Rudi, Valentine, Miles, Chester, and Magnuss. But sadly, as a 



result of Eyewash Station's annihilation, all they had to entertain themselves for the 

remainder of the day was all the parts of The Museum of Future Technology that they 

were yet to visit!  

It had been a while since the arrival in The Museum of Future Technology of the sooty 

subterranean Gray-Vee... 

 

And a considerably shorter while since she was followed by her brother, Cray-Zee... 

 



But whilst Miles and Chester forgot their woes concerning Eyewash Station by taking a 

ride on the Innards Lifter - a device that sent electro-magnetic waves straight up the 

rider's bottom, and supported their weight on their large intestine and other internal 

organs... 

 

...Gray-Vee was stalking the Angel with a Huge Nose - though quite why she was doing 

it remained a mystery to her. 

 

After escaping her life-long prison, her mind was in turmoil; and the most powerful 

emotion that controlled her intellect was anger. Anger at the unfairness of life in 

general, and hers in particular. So, as a stalker, she lacked a certain subtlety. 

Angel was shocked when she realised that she was being both followed and stared at – 

both at the same time. But that didn't stop her natural empathy reading Gray-Vee's 

body language. It was as if the words were written across the yellow-eyed being's brow 

in large red letters… 



 

Meanwhile Magnuss was reminiscing about earlier in the day – in particular the 

moment when he'd decided to ditch his over-sized gastric band for the love of Angel… 

 

So he wasn't overly surprised when he heard her plaintive call upon the breeze of an 

over-enthusiastic air conditioning system. He immediately went running to Angel's aid, 

where he was shocked to encounter Gray-Vee for the first time - and not a little 

nauseated too… 

 



“Yuk.” He spat. “That looks really nasty.” 

But gathering his wits he found an instant antidote to Gray-Vee's insistent staring... 

 

…by shouting very loudly indeed: "Whadda ya want, ya horrible weirdo?” He yelled 

only semi-coherently. “Get lost - before I kick you right up the bum!" 

The effect was dramatic... 

 

...as Gray-Vee’s wild look dissolved before the young earplug's eyes, and a smile formed 

upon the creature's previously unreadable face. 

"You spoke to me." Gray-Vee gushed. "No one has ever done that before. Well there 

was my big brother, Cray-Zee, of course; but he says so little that it doesn't really count. 

Your recognition of my existence has given me hope for a normal life outside the strata 

beneath the Museum of Future Technology. How can I ever thank you? Would you like 

me to polish your sideboard, soak some lentils, de-poop your lawn, or something?" 

Magnuss had never had lentils soaked for him: he’d never heard the like before, and 

couldn’t believe that people actually did such things, and so he felt very tempted by 



Gray-Vee's inspired offer. But Angel came to his rescue: "I live in a huge abandoned 

place of worship." She said. "It's draughty and full of dust, litter, dead leaves, and all 

kinds of cobwebs and spider plop: how do you fancy becoming my cleaner? 

Two seconds later... 

 

...all three were headed for the cafeteria to celebrate. But... 

 

...before they could cover much ground, a figure barred their way. Despite Cray-Zee 

having stolen a hat from an off-duty gangster, Gray-Vee recognised her brother 

instantly. She leapt to her employer's defence: 



"Go away." She said, though not using those precise words. "I'm a free person now. I'm 

an individual. You can't keep me cloistered away from the outside world anymore." 

Cray-Zee had never heard his sister utter so many words. He was stunned into silence. 

"Ugh?" He managed after several attempts. 

Angel whispered into Magnuss’s ear: "His mind is addled. The fluorescent lighting is 

affecting his ability to form cognitive thingummies. He can’t think straight." 

 This was all that Magnuss needed to know. Immediately he whipped out the Education 

Helmet, with which Rudi had learned to pilot the flying saucer. "Here," he said to a 

wary Cray-Zee as he slapped it upon the strange creature's head, "this will tell you 

all you need to know about everything pertinent to your current situation. Your mind 

will clear, and all those years of being cooped-up in the dark in the sub-strata beneath 

the Museum of Future Technology will be sloughed off like an unwanted camel-hair 

jacket. You'll probably be able to pilot a flying saucer too." 

 

At first nothing appeared to happen; then with infinitesimally tiny increments a change 

came over Cray-Zee... 

 



...and he looked like some sort of walking dead thing. But... 

 

...as the change progressed an almost earplug-like appearance replaced the face of 

madness. Cray-Zee even put his stolen hat back on. 

"Gosheroo," he said at last, "my brain's almost over-flowing with information. I must 

put it to good use before I forget half of it. Speed is of the essence." 

"What are you planning? Gray-Vee asked warily. 

"Oh, nothing much." Cray-Zee replied. "Only righting a terrible wrong, that's all. I 

promise I won't eat anyone."  

Then, before anyone could think of anything to say, he was gone - intent upon a cunning 

plan so cunning that not one of the threesome could hope to hazard a guess at its 

complexity. They couldn’t guess what it was either. 

Chapter Three 

To any disinterested observer (or someone who might be watching in a careless sort of 

way) it might have seemed that a strange, vaguely earplug-shaped, being (that appeared 

to have crawled from the depths of hell) wanted to leave the Museum of Future 

Technology via the entrance. And they wouldn't have been entirely wrong. Or so it 

seemed...  

 



"Are you blind or something?" The Robot Ticket Collector inquired politely. "This 

isn’t the Exit: it’s the Entrance, stupid!" 

"Let me out, you dingbat bucket of rusty nails." Cray-Zee demanded. "Before I knock 

your idiotic tin hat off and eat it in the public auditorium." 

To this the Robot Ticket Collector replied with a pre-programmed response protocol: 

"Either buy a ticket from me first, or shove your foot right up your nose." 

To this Cray-Zee replied with an angry earplug response protocol that included several 

rude words, which drew the attention of RoboSecGua... 

 

"For stealing a known villain’s hat, and making lewd remarks to a member of the 

museum staff, I place you under arrest." RoboSecGua said as its arresting tongue 

enveloped Cray-Zee. 

Although RoboSecGua didn't know it at the time, it had reacted exactly as Cray-Zee 

had envisioned, and indeed depended on. Cray-Zee then responded with: "I am an 

earplug: you are RoboSecGua. It is your self-proclaimed duty to come to the assistance 

of all earplugs in need of your help." 

Had RoboSecGua possessed a throat it would have gulped. So it had to make do with a 

strange squeaking noise from a small vent somewhere to its rear. "How did you gain 

this restricted information? It demanded. 

"I had an education helmet shoved on my head." Cray-Zee explained. "So, are you 

gonna help me, or not?" 

"What do you need?" RoboSecGua inquired. 

Fifteen minutes later this was happening... 



 

"Cripes, that sure looks really technological." Cray-Zee said excitedly. 

"Yeah, I s'pose it does. It’s a Transformation Tube. It transforms things. But I believe 

you already knew that." RoboSecGua sort of agreed. "Would you like to see it in 

action?" 

It was a silly question, or at least it would have been had it not been rhetorical. So 

before long... 

 

"Cor, feel that energy." Cray-zee cried out with joy. "I can sure feel it strutting its 

funky stuff, baby!" 

"If you can feel it out here." RoboSecGua replied, "Imagine what it's like inside the 

transformation tube." 



A moment later the lights went out and the transformation tube cracked open: Cray-

Zee's task was complete... 

 

"Gray-Vee." He cried with glee. "You look sensational. Every young male earplug in 

the museum will throw himself at you in the hope of gaining your affection – or words 

to that effect!" 

"Oh Cray-Zee, you've done it!” Gray-Vee screamed with undiluted delight. “You've 

made me into a proper female earplug. I'm no longer sooty, grotty, and unmanageable: 

I'm yellow - with bright red hair. I'm a regular-ish girl!" 

So whilst years of misdeeds were being reversed in mere seconds, in another portion of 

the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

...EvilRoboSecGua had endured enough of the Sentinel Robots. It didn't care if their 

Mesmeric Wave made him produce impossible effluent: it was gonna kick some 

metaphysical robotic shins - and they weren't going to be its own. And to prove it 

EvilRoboSecGua even got its rude nose out! 



 

"Oi, you bunch of ugly bleeders," it bellowed through his primary vocal hatch, "it's 

time to insert the fuses back into the Tunnel Temporale and for you long puffs of wind 

to climb aboard!" 

In response the Sentinel Robots merely snorted their contempt. EvilRoboSecGua was 

incensed, but it kept its temper under control. "I thought you'd say that." It said. "So 

I've brought in the heavy mob..." 

 

For several seconds silence reigned as the soldier robots stomped up. 



 

But one soldier robot had become separated from its buddies. 

"You puny fools." The Commanding Sentinel Robot snapped. "Your strength is your 

weakness. Regard..." 

 

"Ooh, look at that," the solitary soldier robot squealed in a surprisingly high-pitched 

electronic voice, "I'm reflected in my own juice!" 

But RoboSecGua had anticipated this, and on his way back from transforming Gray-

Vee into a luscious beauty, it dropped off at the cafeteria for a word with the Earplug 

Brothers. 



If nothing else RoboSecGua was a thorough public servant. It took its duties, as the 

Museum of Future Technology's chief Robotic Security Guard, very seriously. Wisely it 

knew that information was power; so it made it its duty to 'know' everything about both 

the museum and all those earplugs who visited it. As a result it had become aware of the 

'link' between the five Earplug Brothers. It understood that they shared a group 

awareness. A telepathy if-you-will. But when it barged into the cafeteria that specialised 

in truly dreadful coffee, all five of them were surprised; especially when it yelled: "For 

God’s sake; get up off your meaty buttocks and follow me!" But they were used to 

doing what they were told, and so complied without too much argument. So it was the 

Earplug Brothers who finally confronted the Sentinel Robots… 

 

"This is a joke, right?" The Commanding Sentinel Robot said when first laying its gaze 

upon the five pink beings. "Are you taking the micky?" 

"I believe that your principal weapon is using your opponent's fears against them?" 

Rudi answered. 

The Commanding Sentinel Robot spent a brief moment scrutinising the five earplugs 

before replying with: "You are well informed - for all the good it will do you. Prepare 

yourself for a taste of our Mesmeric Wave." 

“Have a care, man.” Valentine said as he stood bravely beside his brothers. “The 

Earplug Brothers fear nothing, and are immune to all sorts of…er...stuff.” 

“Except fear itself.” Magnuss added dramatically, though he didn’t know why, because 

it didn’t make a whole bunch of sense. 

The Commanding Sentinel Robot scoffed. “We’ll see about that.” It growled. 

A split second later… 



 

But when the aforementioned psychic assault arrived, via an invisible wave front, it met 

a mental shield of unprecedented earplug-ness. Five brothers linked by their biological 

indistinctiveness - formed an umbrella of telepathic energy that deflected the artificial 

energy produced by the technology from the future. But Rudi wasn't content with 

merely restraining the Mesmeric Wave: he wanted to turn it upon the perpetrators. So, 

with his brother’s help, he did just that... 

 

"Oh my God," the Commanding Sentinel Robot verbally belched, "technically we've 

pooped ourselves - big time! Oh the shame of it: I'll have to deactify myself, and my 

cohorts too. Did I say 'deactify'? Oh my brain is shot to pieces: I mean deactivate." 



Which, of course, is exactly what it did. But as the watching crowd erupted into cheers 

and delirium, in another portion of the Museum... 

 

...the red-eyed Sentinel Robot turned away from a wall monitor, with only one thought 

upon its mind: revenge. 

But for a while no one gave a monkeys what some rogue Sentinel Robot thought: they 

decided to have a celebratory Hat-Wearing contest. And just to make it interesting they 

invited a touring group of Italian Air Freshener Caps to enter. Naturally it was 

necessary to put them through Customs first, where it was also necessary for them to 

remove their hats... 

 

Then they had to meet the Mayor of The Museum of Future Technology... 



 

...a dozy old duffer and his slovenly wife, neither of whom actually did anything except 

open sweet shops and garden fetes. 

A chirpy ear plug from another country introduced them. He was strange - all long and 

thin, and riding in a travel pad because his species had grown lazy and totally 

dependent upon technology, which resulted in his kind evolving with legs too spindly to 

convey them any farther than from the sofa to the toilet, and possibly back again – with 

help. 

"I've never met an uglier bunch of bleeders in my life!" The aging politician said, 

without preamble or apology. 

"Indeed." His slovenly wife agreed. "They should all be flogged. Maybe that would 

knock some sense into them and make them more attractive at the same time!" 

"Oh yes, I totally agree, my dear." The Mayor replied. "I've always preferred to 

administer electrodes to the brain. Tried it once myself: huge fun. No lasting side-effects 

either." He said with a nasty twitch in his left eye.  

The leader of the Air Freshener Cap delegation of Hat Wearers was less than pleased by 

this strange, rather negative, welcome. But because he was a stranger in a strange land, 

and feared being beaten to a pulp by an angry mob, he kept his own counsel and stayed 

his tongue. "Toilet tissue!" He mumbled under his breath. 

Fortunately the organisers of the competition quickly moved the mayor and his slovenly 

wife aside, so that the competition could begin. And what a competition it would prove 

to be. Because the Air Freshener Caps were a travelling band, most people in the 

Museum of Future Technology assumed that they would bring a very limited 

repertoire of hats to the contest, and that the local earplugs would kick their 

metaphorical backsides into next week, with their huge array of delightful headwear. 

Doubts began to form, however, when the leader of the opposing team - a certain Luigi 



Bikini – said, before taking his place by the Hat Wearing Contest Wall: "We no come 

'ere today to come a second. We stamp a all over your lousy 'ats, and spitta in your 

eyes." 

And to back up his inflammatory words, his team's opening salvo was impressive... 

 

But the earplugs hit back with... 

 

But somehow they seemed small and uninspired in comparison. 

The second round kicked off with... 



 

...which drew gasps of admiration from the watching crowd. All three air freshener caps 

looked like organised crime gangsters! Some weak-kneed females even swooned! 

The local earplug's reply appeared muted when this trio stepped into view... 

 

"That's Mr Stovepipe-Hat." One member of the audience bellowed above the sporadic 

applause. "And Brian Blasted - wearing K’Plank the Space Wanderer's helmet!"  

Another unnamed person added: "That police helmet is fake. It's all rubbery, and 

wobbles when the wearer tries to hold in an impending fart!" 



Two rounds: two losses. Things were looking bad for the local team. The situation 

didn't improve with the visitor's third display... 

 

"Oh by heck," one of the judges blurted, "look at that pudding cook's hat: it's enough 

to make me weep. We've no chance: to use a boxing term - we might as well throw in the 

towel now!" 

Meanwhile the air freshener cap's manager could see an ugly situation in the making. 

Earplugs were, by and large, a xenophobic bunch; and getting their backsides kicked in 

a hat wearing contest could enrage them beyond endurance. He, and his equally spindly 

wife, took Rudi aside for a quiet word... 

 

Meanwhile the earplug team had rallied, and somehow made a fight of it... 



 

But despite this, some spectators were already leaving. 

"Boys," Rudi whispered to his brothers, "I need one of you and your hat." 

Of course not one of the four was aware of the air freshener caps manager's plan - to 

which Rudi was now privy; but they were perfectly happy to help their eldest brother, 

and entrust their personal hat to him. So with a Cossack hat in his hand, and 

Magnuss at his side, Rudi approached Luigi.  

"You and Magnuss." He said. "One on one. Winner takes all." 

Luigi - always willing for a scrap - accepted, and before long this happened... 

 



It was no contest. As talented as they were at wearing hats, the air freshener caps looked 

like total twits in Cossack hats, which perched upon their wide heads like broody 

pigeons. As a result Magnuss, who looked intelligent and stunningly handsome in his, 

was the clear winner. 

"Hoorah for the Earplug Brothers." The crowd cheered. "Once again they've saved the 

day!" 

And indeed they had, and they were duly placed upon a pedestal, where they cheered 

themselves silly... 

 

Meanwhile Brian Blasted - still concerned about his abysmal behaviour towards 

Magginess the clone - had sloped off to the Museum of Future Technology's private 

cemetery to think things over, and read the tombstones of museum staff who had died 

on duty and who had subsequently been buried at work... 

 



Chapter Four 

Disconsolate and miserable as hell, Brian Blasted wandered lonely among the 

tombstones, totally unaware that he wasn't entirely alone at all. Close by two pairs of 

eyes spied upon his movements... 

 

But within moments he became terrifyingly aware of them... 

 

"Ye Gods; what the heck are you?" He bellowed when confronted by the drab grey 

beings. "And where did you come from?" 

"We're Vic and Bob." The creature named Bob replied. "We're perfectly camouflaged 

for our environment - that being a cemetery of course." 



Brian was confused. "Vic and Bob?" He exploded. "But those are two of the names on 

these tombstones!" 

"Yes, that's right." Bob said. "Vic and I joined Zombies Anonymous. We couldn't just 

disappear from society of course: the law required that we die first." 

"What?" Brian roared. "You mean that you're dead?" 

"Not exactly." Vic answered quietly. "We're walking dead: it's a slightly completely 

different thing." 

"We're only half dead." Bob added. "We don't breathe or eat, but we remain animated 

with the help of a horde of bacterium that live inside our partially decomposed bodies." 

"Well I can't say that it sounds like fun." Brian opined. "I mean, what do you get up to 

during the day?" 

Vic looked down at the ground. "Nothing much." He answered. "Being half dead isn't 

half as good as we thought it would be. Sure the worries of life are a thing of the past, 

but there are other things..." 

Vic seemed reticent to continue, so Brian surmised as best he could: "Ah," he bellowed 

in comprehension, "it's a bladder problem, is it? Don't tell me: too weak and leaky?" 

Vic and Bob both tried to nod affirmation, but their rotting heads all but slipped from 

their shoulders. So they shouted: "Right on, brother – you got it!" instead. 

"Isn't there a cure or something?" Brian asked in a manner that demanded that the 

zombie's wrongs must be righted. "I mean - this is absolutely terrible!" 

"That may be true." Bob sort of agreed. "But something brought you to this place. Tell 

us of your ills." 

So Brian told Vic and Bob of his awful misdeed, and how Magginess was now almost 

half dead. 

"Half dead, you say?" Bob looked up sharply into the unconventionally handsome 

bearded face of Brian Blasted. "On her way to being fully dead, is she?" 

Brian nodded sadly. "With the number forty-two stamped upon her dainty yellow 

head." 

"In which case I think we have the solution to her problem - and your heavy heart too." 

Bob finished. 

Ten minutes later Brian had carried Magginess's comatose body down into the 

crypt where Vic and Bob waited for him... 



 

"But I don't understand." Brian bellowed his best. "I know this is the Museum of 

Future Technology; but what is future technology doing down here in the crypt?" 

"Good work, that's what." Vic said as he indicated that Brian should read the signage... 

 

As Brian read the words – Danger, this machine will turn you into a zombie - a huge 

smile formed upon his equally huge face. 

"I see." His voice ascended through three octaves. "In order to save Magginess's life, 

you must turn her into one of you. A zombie!" 

But Vic and Bob weren't listening: they were too busy fiddling with knobs. Five minutes 

later Magginess emerged from the zombie machine. She smelt a bit, but appeared to be 

reasonably intact - and compos mentis.... 



 

In his excitement Brian leapt on to the control panel. In his most stentorian tones he 

announced: "Magginess - she's alive!  

"Yes, that's right." The zombies said in three part harmony. "Or dead - depending on 

your point of view. Now let's get back to the cemetery - before the gardener finds us 

here, and runs a rusty pitchfork through us." 

 

"I'm so sorry, Magginess." Brian said to Magginess the Clone when they returned to 

the cemetery. "I never intended for you to end your brief existence in such a drab grey 

place with an equally drab grey pallor." 



"That's alright." Magginess replied. "It was a short life, but a fun one. I even got to 

blow your tuba. Perhaps next time I’ll tickle your harp strings." 

Brian was about to say something in response when sudden gasps were emitted from the 

mouldering lungs of Vic and Bob. To his amazement he saw this... 

 

"By the hefty weight of the Supreme Being's steel toe-capped work boots - flowers!” He 

bellowed. “Living flowers - here in this place of the dead. How can this be?” 

Living blooms in a cemetery indeed. To Brian Blasted it seemed as though the world 

had been turned upon its stupid head. "Ye gods," His powerful voice filled the air, "it's 

as if the world's been turned upon its stupid head!" 

Then just as suddenly this happened... 

 



"What, in the name of my Aunt Mable's mangle, happened?" Brian bellowed some 

more. "The flowers are dead again!" 

"Hmmm." The zombie formerly known as Magginess the Clone hummed thoughtfully. 

"I wonder: could this be a case of advanced life-transference?" 

"Explain." Brian demanded. "Make some sense to this poor ignorant thespian." 

"Well," the zombie formerly known as Magginess the Clone said, "there is a theory that 

using a molecular chain of acerbic nuclei and a bit of divine intervention, it's possible to 

strip the life force from one life-form, and transfer it to another." 

Perhaps, under different circumstances, Brian would have openly scoffed; but the mere 

presence of zombies denied him that escape from reality. "Oh, you think so, do you?" 

He roared. "So where did the life in those flowers sod off to then?" 

The answer came when someone cleared their throat behind him. 

 

When Brian turned to look, he was so surprised that he had to look away in disbelief. 

Not only had Vic and Bob lost their drab grey colouring, but Magginess had 

transformed into a live pink-haired female. Only the zombie eyes remained on all three 

earplugs to remind Brian that they had, until only a second or two previous, been half-

dead. 

"Well shove a cucumber up my nose!" He chortled loudly. "Who supplied the 

molecular chain of acerbic nuclei to perform that little miracle?"  

"Ah, that would be me." The Angel with the Huge Nose (who had crept up unseen by 

any of them) said. "And as regards the little bit of divine intervention; well I think you 

should ask the Clone, Magginess, that question." 



 

So Brian did, and was met by blank surprise. 

"Me?" She eventually squealed in delight at her new appearance. "I can't image how." 

So the Angel with the Huge Nose told them all of Magnuss’s first act after escaping the 

self-destructing Eyewash Station... 

 

She explained that Mister Stovepipe-Hat's hover mat emporium had been located close 

to the exit of Eyewash Station, and had caught the full blast of the explosion that had 



pursued the escaping earplugs from the fun palace. His broken mats lay scattered 

across vast hectares of ground. And a space buggy... 

 

...had crashed through... 

 



...the roof of his office.  Without thought as to how he would accomplish the task, 

Magnuss had replaced both the office and the entire stock of hover mats – with nice new 

blue ones... 

 

"But how?" Brian demanded. "How did he do it if he didn't know how to?" 

"Like I know?" The Angel with a Huge Nose replied. "But I'm guessing that it has 

something to do with... 

 



...him being a Saint." 

Once more Brian was denied the luxury of a damned good scoff. He was thinking 

instead. "But he's not here." He said eventually. 

"Yes he is." The Angel with a Huge Nose smiled as she spoke. "Magginess is his clone. 

When K’Plank the Space Wanderer copied Magnuss he also duplicated his saintliness. 

It explains everything." 

And so it did, and before long... 

 

...all five earplugs were rushing up the 'up' ramp to begin new, invigorated, lives! 

Whilst all the hoo-hah had been occurring in the cemetery; in the changing cubicles of 

the zero-gravity swimming pool Rudi and Valentine had discovered that Yu-Wah and 

Wah-Hey had decided to give up their obesity, and were duly thrilled at the sight of 

their new slim line chums. 

 



But whilst Valentine and Wah-Hey decided to indulge in zero-gravity hop-scotch, Rudi 

and Yu-Wah were more circumspect, and chose to take a walk upon a high bridge that 

possessed no safety barrier, and was all the more exciting for its absence... 

 

...where they encountered a strange turquoise earplug, the like of which they had never 

seen before. 

"Holy heck!" Rudi yelled upon first catching sight of the being. "You are one hell of a 

weird looking monster. What's with the blue/green pallor, man?" 

"Oh, you noticed." The turquoise earplug said with disappointment evident in its 

stance. "I rather hoped to pass as one of you." 

"One of us?" Yu-Wah inquired. 

"A proper earplug." The reply came. "You see, I am an android. A biological android 

that has recently escaped from a secret facility, where I was created as a super-soldier." 

"Oh." Yu-Wah responded. "Why aren't I surprised? I suppose the army are out 

combing the countryside looking for you?" 

The android nodded. "Pretty much." It said. "Only not the countryside; but the 

Museum of Future Technology - a product of which I happen to be, by the way. But 

now that I've tasted freedom, I fear that my capture will result in a spectacular 

suicide." 

Meanwhile Mister Pong was standing outside his exotic food restaurant in the hope of 

enticing someone inside to partake of his wonderful victuals. As he spotted an odd-

looking earplug passing, he put on his best smile... 



 

"Why how do you do?" He began. "You look like one heck of a hungry earplug." 

"Indeed I am, Sir." The odd-looking earplug replied. "My particular favourite is wild 

chilli noodles. Do you happen to serve such a thing?" 

One second later both earplugs had disappeared inside the gastronomic emporium, 

where Mister Pong got a very nasty surprise. The odd-looking earplug removed his 

disguise... 

 

"Darn it!" Said Mister Pong - thinking that he was about to become the victim of 

organised crime - even in the Museum of Future Technology, where he least expected to 

be threatened by ‘The Mob’. "I suppose I’ll have to cough up." He added.   



"How did you know?" The surprised potential customer said in an even more surprised 

tone. "How did you know that I am an operative of C.O.U.G.H?" 

Mister Pong wasn't sure what he knew. "Cough?" He said. 

"Co-ordinated Officers Utilizing General Holisticness." The stranger explained. "It's a 

special department of the Battalion Emergency Lifting Corporate Hats." 

"Belch?" Mister Pong Queried. "So do you have a name?" 

"Major Flaccid, T.W.I.T." Major Flaccid answered. 

Mister Pong was surprised again. "Twit?" He said. 

"Tactical Weapon Intelligent Things." Major Flaccid said with a curt nod. "We've lost 

one: an intelligent thing, that is. To be more precise we've lost an artificial earplug. Well 

strictly speaking it escaped; but it amounts to pretty much the same thing. I've been 

sent to locate a good restaurant for all the army search-team guys to eat at tonight after 

we've found it." 

This was the news Mister Pong most wanted to hear… 

 

"You come back after ten tonight, you get special discount.” He said cheerfully. “I'll 

keep an eye open for your lost thing too. See you later." 



Meanwhile, upon the bridge, Rudi and Yu-Wah had managed to talk the android out of 

throwing itself from the missing parapet - by offering it sanctuary at Mister Pong's 

exotic food restaurant… 

 

"But because you're so weird to look at," Yu-Wah insisted, "you'll have to follow us at 

a discreet distance. Now walk this way, and keep away from the edge." 

Chapter Five 

Little time had passed since Vic and Bob had been totally reanimated; but 

nevertheless they lost no time trying to 'pull the chicks'. They now stood in the centre of 

Glazed Park and awaited the passing of any female who would give them the time of 

day. Vic nudged Bob. "Look, here comes two ravishing beauties." He said. 

"They're a bit big." Vic observed. "They're as big as us! But still, beggars can't be 

choosers." 

 



So they put on their best smile and prayed that their dual portcullis of broken teeth 

wouldn't persuade the girls to run screaming from the park. Little did they know, but 

the yellow apparitions before them were equally desperate... 

 

"Oh hello, boys." They said in unison, as they made a bee-line for the former zombies. 

"We're Mandy and Candy. You're kinda cute." 

Vic was keen, but Bob showed a little reticence when he said: "For regular girls you two 

sure seem big and hunky: do you work out; or is it genetic?" 

"Ah," the female who called herself Candy said, "the reason for our vastness is because 

our mum and dad were champion weightlifters." 

Vic began to salivate openly; but Bob wanted clarification: "By that am I to understand 

that you are both in possession of muscles and hairy armpits?" 

Caught out in their subterfuge, both girls felt the need to confess: "Yeah, alright - we're 

weightlifters too." They said together. “We just love the burn.” 

Mandy then added: "But we fully intend to give it up. We just need a little help in the 

will power department, and an extensive dose of cosmetic surgery!" 

Vic and Bob were intrigued. "Would you care to accompany us?" Vic asked. "We're 

going somewhere utterly fascinating." 



At this the girls agreed readily. As the two couples departed Glazed Park, two old 

codgers watched them pass… 

 

"Did you hear that?" One said to the other. "Youngsters today: I don't know..." 

"Violence; bad language; bicycle motocross; weightlifting.” His chum grumbled in 

agreement. “What is the world coming to?"  

"Darned if I know." The first old codger replied. "Now let's get down the 

octogenarian's clinic; kick a few heads; and see if we can't give that new dinner lady an 

electric shock with the rusty kettle during her tea break." 

Meanwhile... 

 



...Miles and Chester were taking a brief break from over-indulging themselves in 

exciting fun. 

"Gotta squeeze my eyes shut." Miles told Chester. "There are so many sights to behold 

in the Museum of Future Technology that I fear if I see too much too soon, I'll go blind 

before my time." 

"That's stupid." Chester opined. "You'll miss the dancing girls: I've heard that some of 

them blow bugles whilst performing the can-can. They can sound quite melodic." 

Meanwhile... 

 

...Vic, Bob, Mandy, and Candy contemplated The Woven Expanse. 

"Cor," Candy breathed hesitantly, "that aint half big. Where does it lead?" 

 

"It's an expanse." Bob explained. "It's so vast that it could lead anywhere." 

"What's that big blue thing?" Mandy asked. 



 

"That," Bob proudly announced, "is the Wide Blue Yonder. Shall we see if we can 

touch it?" 

It was a brilliant and inspired idea, so before long all four young-ish earplugs had set 

out in the direction of the Wide Blue Yonder. But soon they began to flag... 

 



"Oh God, this is hard work." Vic opined. "I feel the colour draining from my face just 

standing here in the blazing sun."  

"And it's so boring too." Mandy agreed. "Shall we turn back?" 

Bob's mind was elsewhere - or rather elsewhen. He was recalling happy-ish days 

standing around doing nothing on Knob Hill in the cemetery beneath the Museum of 

Future Technology... 

 

Then he was back in the moment. "No." He roared indignantly. "A former Zombie who 

has been gifted with a second chance at life should never turn back. March on, I say - 

march on!" 

So they did - until they discovered exactly what the Wide Blue Yonder actually was... 

 



"It's a sort of fabric!" Vic yelled with joy as their feet encountered the strange blue 

material. 

"Fabric?" Mandy squealed with delight. "I love fabric!" 

"Maybe I can fashion a sort of sail from it." Bob suggested. "We can use the wind to 

blow us across the huge distance between here and where we’re going." 

"Oh yes." Candy agreed enthusiastically. "I can sew on some sequins and lace doily-like 

decorations." 

"I don't care what you do." Vic cried out in a joyous tone of voice. "I'm just going to 

run, run, and run - until my heart bursts!" 

"Can I run with you?" Mandy inquired happily. "I'm quite athletic. I often won the 

wheelbarrow race at school." 

So the four earplugs - two former zombies, and two weightlifters - all ran like loonies 

until... 

 

"Oh look - a door." Vic observed. 

"I wonder where it leads." Bob stated in an enquiring tone. 

Naturally, since they were all totally knackered and sweating quite profusely, all four of 

them decided to step through it. The door in the Wide Blue Yonder had fascinated the 

four young-ish ear plugs; but never in a million years did they expect to find what they 

actually found when they stepped through it... 



 

"Someone bite my bum." Candy exploded. "I must be dreaming!" 

"It's an arboretum - right in the middle of the Wide Blue Yonder, which is situated 

right at the centre of the Woven Expanse." Vic bellowed his disbelief. "Tell me - how 

can this be so?" 

"Ah - somebody put it here?" Candy suggested, whilst raising a hand. 

"Let's explore this wonderland." Bob suggested. 

So they did... 

 



...ambling though a soft and pleasant forest – complete with an artificial sun shining 

benignly upon their faces. 

 

And riding in glass elevators to the... 

 

...top of a tower from which they could see the entire arboretum and a big planetary 

globe. 

"Oh look - a big building with a big sign on the front." Candy said. "I can't read: what 

does it say?" 

"The Doctor Snippentuck Clinic." Bob read out loud. 

"Weightlifters Reassignment Specialist." Vic added. 

"What a fabulous coincidence." Mandy squealed. "And us two ready for it too!" 

So before long... 



 

...they were knocking at the front door of The Doctor Snippentuck Clinic. 

And only moments later... 

 

...Thelma - Doctor Snippentuck's favourite assistant - was opening the door to a pair of 

former zombies and their heavy-set girlfriends. 



"Yeah, whatta ya want, ya noisy sods?" She said pleasantly. 

Candy stepped forward. "We've come to have our minds and bodies altered." She said 

with a cheery smile. 

Thelma was taken aback: "Oh - right. I'm so used to passing back-packers asking for 

tea and biscuits, that it never occurred to me... I'll call Doctor Snippentuck straight 

away. He'll be thrilled." 

Doctor Snippentuck was as good as Thelma's word. He was indeed thrilled - especially 

because he charged both girls a huge consultancy fee before he'd deem to look inside 

their minds. But when he did... 

 

...he immediately placed Candy in a Magnetic Field Imagizor. He said it measured the 

'hunkiness' of her personal magnetism, which in Candy's case was vast - stretching 

out around her in a 'swarm of rabid electrons' and causing visible waves to appear. 

"That's probably why I was drawn to her." Vic said in an aside to Bob. 

"Lovely." Said an uncertain Candy. "But what does it mean?" 

"It means, my dear," Doctor Snippentuck spoke sagely, "that it isn't just psychotherapy 

that you need. But more of that later: first there are some more tests I need to run." 

So he did... 



 

Doctor Snippentuck claimed that it was a well-known fact that weightlifters were the 

best breakers of wind in all creation, and that really good ones could produce farts that 

were visible to the naked eye. But sadly the girl's first efforts were colourful but 

otherwise disappointing. As were the second... 

 



And the third too, although there was an improvement in shape and texture... 

 

Then both Candy and Mandy got into their stride... 

 

And began to show off a little... 



 

"Enough. Enough!" Doctor Snippentuck cried above the din of their visual out-

gassings. "I've seen enough!" 

But Candy wasn't through. She had the bit between her teeth. She had just enough gas 

inside her to produce a classic. And what a classic it was... 

 

"Well knock me sideways." Thelma exclaimed. "She's blown out a leaf!" 



"Behold: my salvation!" Doctor Snippentuck screamed at Thelma in joyful celebration. 

"No more poncing about in a weightlifters reassignment clinic that's too far from 

civilisation to get any customers: I'm gonna be their manager!" 

Neither Thelma, the two zombies, or the pair of weightlifters undergoing stringent 

testing, understood the doctor's meaning. "We don't understand your meaning." They 

said as one. “Perhaps your tests are too stringent.” 

"Farting that spectacularly is almost unheard of.” Snippentuck explained. “If a large 

proportion of the local populace were to learn of their talent, Mandy and Candy could 

fill concert halls; appear on regional television; and become stars. And I'm gonna make 

sure that a large proportion of the population does learn of them. I'm logging on to the 

Internet now. I've filmed everything. This will go globally viral. I'll just have to edit out 

the sound track: it could be considered inflammatory, and an offense to miners." 

"You mean minors, surely?" Thelma thought she was correcting her boss. 

"No." He admonished her. "I mean miners. It's a well-known fact that miners live in 

very restricted spaces, and breaking wind is always done in silence. I'd hate to rub in 

that fact: they might turn their rage upon Candy and Mandy here, and set up picket 

lines – especially when they become famous - and thereby ruin all my plans for them." 

Then, without further ado, Doctor Snippentuck said, "Right then - to the family skate 

board cupboard: we have a journey across the Woven Expanse to make!" 

Meanwhile Rudi, Yu-Wah, and the Android were approaching Mister Pong's 

restaurant. But the Android pulled the others up short with a plaintive yelp of alarm. 

Then both Rudi and Yu-Wah spotted the heavily camouflaged military Munch-Munch 

machine that was hiding a short distance from where Mister Pong was inviting a pair of 

potential customers into his emporium... 

 

"I don't like the look of that." Rudi said. "That monstrosity doesn't belong in a public 

place like the Museum of Future Technology. I've read all about Munch-Munch 



machines: they're operated by C.O.U.G.H, which is a subsidiary of B.E.L.C.H, and 

controlled by the operatives of T.W.I.T. They're designed for one thing, and one thing 

only - and that's seeking and capturing wayward earplugs." 

"I'm an earplug." The Android said. "I may be artificial, but I'm no machine: I'm a 

biological android - with nerve endings, a sense of self-worth, and soft, tender buttocks 

that could grasped by those huge, pointy teeth!" 

Not only was this latter feature fascinating, but it was also the threesome's undoing, 

because the Munch-Munch machine was highly attuned to the small gaseous leaks of 

fearful earplugs. In short its vast olfactory sensor array caught a whiff of Android's 

resulting nervous trouser cough... 

 

...and immediately set out upon a search pattern, whilst simultaneously communicating 

with Major Flaccid and his assistant Sergeant Blob. 

But, of course, none of the chums were aware of this fact, and instead of beating a hasty 

retreat, they decided to move away casually, so as not to draw too much attention to 

themselves. As a consequence of this, Flaccid and Blob came awfully close to cutting 

them off at the pass... 

 



But good fortune smiled upon the earplugs when Flaccid discovered that he was afraid 

of wobbly girders; Blob lacked gross motor co-ordination in high places; and Munch-

Munch machines didn't work at peak efficiency at - even modest - altitude. In short, 

Rudi, Yu-Wah, and Android got away. 

With no idea where the threesome were heading, Major Flaccid felt emboldened to 

make a quick decision. As a direct consequence of this Miles and Chester were accosted 

by the military personnel… 

 

"Oi, you pair of wallies."  Flaccid began. "We've seen your brother, Rudi, with a piece 

of important military equipment." 

Chester winced in anticipation of he-knew-not-what; but Miles was considerably more 

'gobby. "Couldn't care less." He replied rudely. 

Flaccid ignored him. "We know you possess a form of sibling telepathy with him." He 

said very loudly indeed. "And quite frankly we want you to tell us where he is. Any 

failure to comply with this request will be met with immediate arrest and a slap ‘round 

both ears, and maybe a punch on the end of your nose." 

"Our telepathy only works when we're together." Chester blurted. 

This was a mistake. He should have simply lied. What followed was their incarceration 

in a top-secret military containment field… 

 



Then Flaccid went in search of other Earplug Brothers. His first choice was Magnuss... 

 

...who found himself caught in the baleful glare of a search light.  Soon he was frog 

marched off to the local T.W.I.T regional office known to everyone as Swottan Hetty... 

 

...where he was interviewed at length, and threatened with boiled cabbage. 

Magnuss had always been a keen supporter of the works carried out by Cough, Belch, 

and Twit, so he found it difficult to believe that he was being threatened with physical 

harm by those he most trusted. "Don't be silly." He said, or words to that effect. 



So this happened... 

 

...and Magnuss discovered just how sick a stomach could get when bounced around in a 

'jangler-spring' for five minutes. But he wouldn't give in to their clumsy tactics: he 

merely ignored the pain and placed himself in a trance. So the military tried another 

tactic... 

 



They broke his concentration by hanging him up from the ceiling. But Magnuss 

managed to alter his mind-set sufficiently to begin enjoying the agony. So they tried 

something else... 

 

..by utilising Brian Blasted's press. 

Growing desperate they then tried... 

 

...shining bright lights in his eyes. And... 



 

...sploshing him with goo and foul-smelling glop. And... 

 

...throwing him in an advanced artificial wave machine, which he quite enjoyed because 

he no longer suffered motion sickness. And they tried... 

 



...scrambling his brains by vibrating him at light speed. And... 

 

...sucking him off his feet and waving him around until he was sick. 

This last vile act was their last though, because Magnuss grew so disoriented that he fell 

out of a window, and landed... 

 

...in a pile of unidentifiable goo - just outside a disused underground hover mat park. 



 

Once he'd gathered his wits together, he was introduced to Dan Down'n'out, who lived 

with his two wives among the ruins of an earlier civilisation. 

"Hello," said Dan, "what brings you here then?" 

 

Magnuss quickly explained his situation to Dan and his corpulent wives who were too 

moribund with booze and fast-foods to care. 

"I know where my brother is." He informed the park dweller. "Miles and Chester have 

no idea how our sibling telepathy works. But I can sense his presence almost as well as I 

can sense a good burp building up." 

Dan really liked people who could sense burps. So he found his old football helmet and 

said... 



 

... "Follow me: I know a shortcut to the place that you haven't mentioned yet. We'll be 

there in no time at all!" 

Chapter Six 

Whilst Dan Down'n'out led Magnuss through the labyrinth that was the abandoned 

hover mat park, Doctor Snippentuck was gliding across the Wide Blue Yonder with 

Thelma, the two weightlifters, and the ex-zombie duo, aboard his family sized Ground 

Effect skateboard. 

 

Candy needed some clarification concerning Snippentuck's plans for herself and 

Mandy. 

"You get to keep your powerful shoulders." The good doctor explained. "Without them 

you'll lose your fabulous talent for multi-hued wind breaking. Instead of being gusty 



superstars, you'll only be average at best. You'll almost certainly be forced to work for a 

living." 

"But we were hoping that you'd be able to convince us that we’d be beautiful if we were 

weedy." Mandy joined in, "We planned to take up high class disco dancing, and earn a 

fortune." 

Snippentuck was surprised: "So its fame you're after is it?" He said without looking 

around. "Well if you'd care to take my advice – fame is vastly overrated. Thelma and I 

are famous as heck, and we think it's as dull as dishwater; don't we, Thelma?" 

The question caught Snippentuck's favourite assistant by surprise. She realised very 

quickly that she was being asked to lie upon her employer's behalf. This ran counter to 

her religious beliefs, so she responded with: "I have no idea, sir: I've never even used 

social media – and neither have you. If you want to show our clients the folly of beauty 

and fame - perhaps we should visit your old flame in the kitchen of the Museum of 

Future Technology." 

"Good idea." Snippentuck responded. "Flossie will back me to the hilt. The fame and 

good looks we endured together was terrible!" 

So before long... 

 

...they were creeping about in the darkened corridors of the little-seen working area of 

the Museum of Future Technology. 

"Must we creep about like this?" Vic complained. "It's so dark and dank that it 

reminds me of my old life." 

"Oh absolutely." Snippentuck was adamant about his beliefs. "If we brazenly stroll 

about in brightly illuminated corridors, the Supreme Being will see us, and completely 

mess our plans up. And he might possibly zap us with a bolt of lightning - just to stress 

his omnipresent power." 



Vic needed a moment to think about this. When he was through he said: "You really 

are a doctor, aren't you? I mean, you've not recently escaped from a loony bin or 

something?" 

"Good grief, no." Snippentuck exclaimed. "Surely no mad nut-case earplug would take 

two unhappy weightlifters and attempt to make them into gaseous superstars?" 

Vic conceded the logic of this response. "This Supreme Being of yours:" He said. "Does 

he always carry lightning bolts in his back pocket?" 

Vic never received a reply because... 

 

...they'd arrived in the corridor where Flossie - Snippentuck's former girlfriend - always 

took her coffee-break cigarette. 

"Flossie," Snippentuck said without preamble, "do you recall those far-off days when 

you were gorgeous and everyone loved you?" 

Flossie understood the significance of his words instantaneously. "Yeah, of course I do.” 

She replied. "Ker pow - it's all over in a week or two. Then it’s all downhill into middle-

to-late age, virtual poverty, and total obscurity." 

"See?" Snippentuck said to the two 'girls'. "Told ya." 

Meanwhile... 



 

...Dan Down'n'out was still leading Magnuss through level after level of abandoned 

hover mat park. 

"I don't like it here." Magnuss told his guide. "It's all dark and creepy. Why is it 

abandoned anyway: I thought they were crying out for parking space on the surface?" 

Dan was surprised at this. He answered: "Didn't you know that the Museum of Future 

Technology was built upon the ruins of an earlier museum? In this case it's the Museum 

of Terrific Technology. It was followed by the Museum of Really Advanced Technology, 

the Museum of Super Technology, and the Museum of Hyper-Technology. The latest 

museum is the last one, of course, because it comes from the future. There isn't anything 

after the future." 

"Oh." Magnuss replied - which was good timing, because they'd reached the upper 

floor - where he received a surprise... 

 



...that made him yelp loudly. Then Dan introduced him to... 

 

... two more subterranean dwellers - the siblings, Horst and Greta Stenchlinger. 

"Never mind Greta, Magnuss." Dan said with a chuckle. "She pinches everyone's bum. 

She’s very good at it. Catches me out every time.”  

"So are Horst and Greta gonna show me the rest of the way?" He asked. 

It may not have sounded much like a rhetorical question, but it was. Using deductive 

logic Magnuss had reasoned that there could be no other reason for introducing him to 

the filthy pair - unless, of course, Dan was doing Greta a favour by giving her a quick 

thrill. 

"Yes." Dan replied. "Goodbye." 

And with that farewell ringing in his ears, Magnuss found himself walking along 

smartly beside Horst and Greta, and - he had to admit to himself - he didn't much care 

for the grubby pipes and conduits they frequented. 

 



To take his mind off the goo and kaka that he was trying to avoid stepping in, he 

decided to ask some questions: "How do you know where I want to go?" He asked. 

"Ah, that is a question most interesting." Horst responded merrily. 

"Ja." Greta agreed. "Of all your questions, it is most certainly being the most 

interesting." 

"Would you be interested in answering it?" Magnuss grumbled. 

"Ja, we would most certainly like to be answering your question most interesting." 

Horst replied. 

"But answering interesting questions we must not be doing." Greta finished her 

brother's sentence for him. 

Magnuss wondered if that happened often. He suspected so. Then he was surprised 

when Horst spoke again: "A code of ethics we subterraneans are having." He said. 

"Ja." Greta spoke again too. "Most inscrutable we must be appearing. Mysterious and 

a little odd as well, we must be looking to outsiders." 

Magnuss thought he understood, but it didn't answer his question. He was on the brink 

of rephrasing it when the brother/sister combo said together: "Here we are being." 

 



Magnuss was amazed. "A public 'phone. I haven't seen one of those since...Well actually 

I've never seen one. I can tell this one comes from the original museum. Does it work?" 

Horst and Greta smiled knowingly. "Now you can be calling the person to save your 

brother Rudi." They said. 

Naturally Magnuss did just that. So whilst Magnuss called up Rudi's potential saviour 

on an ancient telephone, the subject of the call (and his two fugitive friends, Yu-Wah 

and Android) continued to flee the forces of T.W.I.T... 

 

They raced across the Woven Expanse with Flaccid, Blob, and a Munch-Munch 

machine in hot pursuit. 

Well as surely as night follows day, soon they found themselves in the Wide Blue 

Yonder. 

 



"This is nice." Yu-Wah observed. She then added, "It reminds me of poppa's 

restaurant flooring." 

Rudi recalled that Mister Pong had fitted out his restaurant with carpeting recently, 

including the toilet, which he feared might have been a carpet too far. "This surface 

must be some sort of fabric." He stated. 

"Fabric?" Android yelped. "My one weakness is fabric. All super-soldier androids are 

the same. We're allergic to it. It makes huge swellings appear on our thighs. We have to 

get away from here before I lose the power of locomotion!" 

As luck would have it the door into the arboretum hove into view. Moments later... 

 

"Ah, that's better." Said Android; but he didn't really mean it because the forces of 

T.W.I.T had followed them in. 

"Quick." Yu-Wah yelled. "Up that great big enormous tree. It's a well-known fact that 

military types can't stand heights. It makes them go all googlywoogly." 

So they did... 

 



Despite this, Flaccid and Sergeant Blob continued the pursuit. Only the very annoyed 

Munch-Munch machine remained earthbound; and it took out its spite on a passing 

arboretum gardener... 

 

...by mocking his beard and biting him right on the bum! 

Meanwhile, in the ruins of the Museum, the hover plank pilot was fettling her machine 

by re-engaging the freedling twisthavbulator. 

 

"There," she said with a satisfied smile upon her greasy face, "lift performance should 

be increased by almost five per cent. And all those stability problems I’ve been 

experiencing will undoubtedly be a thing of the past." 



Then, to her utter astonishment, she heard her classic, highly-collectible public 

telephone ring… 

 

"Impossible!" She said to herself. Into the 'phone she growled: "Yeah, whatta ya 

want?" Then she listened as the voice of Magnuss explained that he'd found her 

number in the breast pocket of his brother, Chester. He'd quickly put two and two 

together and come up with the explanation that it had been she who had saved Chester 

and Miles from suffocation when they'd become  trapped upon the roof,  and had 

obviously slipped her number to the semi-comatose Chester, presumably in the hope 

that he would call her back. 

"Yeah?" She urged Magnuss to continue. "So?" 

Magnuss then apprised the pilot of Rudi's current predicament. "I'll get right on it." 

She answered finally.  

Magnuss was most pleased with himself as he walked back with Horst and Greta. Now 

he could visit the entrance where he hoped to welcome his Auntie Doris into the 

Museum of Future Technology… 

 



If Magnuss was pleased with the results of his labours, Rudi, Yu-Wah, and Android 

would soon be ecstatic... 

 

...because they'd climbed to the top of the tree, and there was nowhere to go but down. 

Then soaring in from the azure fake sky an unexpected hover plank appeared, which all 

three earplugs boarded with alacrity. 

. 



Then it was time to whoosh away across the Wide Blue Yonder - intent upon their 

destination which was the main hall of the Museum of Future Technology, obviously. 

Or so Rudi and company thought... 

 

"Oh flip." The pilot said. "Sorry folks, but my bustflange immobiliser has destabilised. 

I'm gonna have to set down for a moment." 

And she did too! 

 

"I recognise this place." Yu-Wah said as she took in the view with her beady, rather 

unattractive, eyes. "It's the roof of the original museum. It's incredibly old; but because 

of its lower altitude we shouldn't die of asphyxiation." 

"I am pleased." Rudi said sarcastically. 

"You should be," the pilot snapped at him, "coz as of this moment this is your home!" 



With that she launched the hover plank - leaving the threesome behind… 

 

"But why?" Rudi called up to the pilot in confusion. “Why have you done this, sugar?” 

"Blame your evil, untrustworthy brother." The pilot answered as she sneered down at 

Rudi. "I slipped him a love sonnet and my 'phone number: but did he call me? Did he 

heck! He just left me hanging there with my emotions in turmoil and my self-worth in 

tatters." 

"The rotter!" Yu-Wah growled. "I wish I had a 'phone: I'd call any potential girlfriend, 

and warn her about him." 

Rudi was almost speechless. Almost. "You can't blame Chester." He bellowed at his 

girlfriend. "He didn't bring his reading glasses with him to the museum, and he's 

enumerate. He couldn't 'phone anyone either because he has a deep-seated phobia 

about tinny voices being emitted by a small speaker grille." 

Although Yu-Wah felt chagrined by his verbal assault, Rudi's words fell upon deaf ears 

elsewhere. In short the pilot had flown away, and had heard none of them. 

"Bum." Rudi exploded. "It looks like it might rain, and we don’t have a single umbrella 

between us: let's see if we can get inside." 

Whilst all this dreadfulness was occurring, other stuff was happening back in the 

Museum of Future Technology... 



 

For example, Horst had made a wrong turn, and Magnuss now found himself at the 

outfall of the main sewer. 

"Oh dear." He said. "By the time I meet Auntie Doris, I'm gonna smell horrible - all 

sweaty and permeated with pong." 

And in another area... 

 

...Candy was trying to teach Vic how to break wind in the visible spectrum. 



"It should be possible." She said. "I'm a weightlifter and therefore skilled in such 

phenomena; but you're not exactly normal yourself!" 

Vic rewarded her with a feeble white display. "Well it's a start." She said. 

And in another area... 

 

Raj, Mary, and Kevin - three walking dead - were missing their old chums, Vic and 

Bob. They decided to sit themselves down upon some comfortable logs on Knob Hill, 

and chat about the future. 

 



"It's not the same here anymore." Raj said sadly. 

Mary nodded her agreement. "I was miserable before." She said. "But now I'm almost 

inconsolable." 

Kevin, who was normally mute, said: "I wish I'd never joined Zombies Anonymous!" 

"If I wasn't dead already," Raj whispered, "I'd kill myself." 

"The cemetery isn't any better." Mary added to the misery. 

"And don't even mention the crypt." Kevin cried out. "Its mere presence is 

depressing." 

Then Mary had a brilliant idea:  "Oh sod it; let's get outta here."  

It was an idea worthy of a living creature, and soon they were on their way. 

 

"We can't use the Up ramp." Kevin warned the others. "We don't have Brian Blasted's 

electronic pass for the security gate at the top." 

"Then we'll go the long way 'round - via the outside wall." Mary replied. "There are 

access ways and service walkways all over the place." 

So before long... 



 

...they'd stumbled their way through the cemetery, and then... 

 

...the three zombies made their way to an exterior service walkway. 

"I like these shadows." Raj stated. 

But soon shadows gave way to sunlight... 

 



"This isn't quite so clever." He said as the temperature climbed. But then… 

 

"Argh!" They all screamed as the heat of the midday sun seared their long-dead 

retinas. "Run!" 

Magnuss, meanwhile, was having a much better time... 

 

...because he'd spotted his Auntie Doris buying a ticket. 

Chapter Seven 

So whilst Magnuss raced to the entrance to welcome his Auntie Doris, Doctor 

Snippentuck was leading Thelma, the two weightlifters, and the pair of former zombies, 

through an old retro-timber-framed area of the Museum of Future Technology, towards 

modernity. 



 

"I’m really looking forward to making a fortune out of your botties." He informed 

Mandy and Candy as they crept along the precipitous walkways nervously. "I’m certain 

that no one else can be making trouser coughs quite so spectacularly as you two." 

Whilst this was occurring, the three zombies had found a way inside the Museum of 

Future Technology, and were soon to encounter Luigi and his friend, Carlo - two of the 

defeated hat-wearing Air Freshener Caps. They were horrified to discover that, because 

of their unexpected failure, both Luigi and Carlo were close to suicide. 

 

"Heck, no!" Raj bellowed when he heard the news from the disconsolate Caps. "Before 

you do that, you'd better check out our place. It could give you a whole new perspective. 

Hat wearing isn't the be-all and end-all of life and everything you know." 



"Yeah." Mary agreed. "Take the time to look around the crypt. You may find what you 

seek there." 

So, with a miserable farewell, and with cheerless gratitude, Luigi and Carlo receded 

into the shadows... 

 

Meanwhile - in a place far, far away from the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

...five young ear plugs were doing what they did best - lazing around on the beach and 

doing sod-all. This was an activity that pleased all five friends, and they couldn't have 

imagined doing anything else. It was their life. Their names were Enrique, Carlos, Tito, 

Dani, and Dexter. And when they were out and about on the shore looking for girls, 

they always referred to themselves as Los Tapones Del España; and although they 

weren't physically large, imposing, or handsome, they were very proud of their sun 

tans. On this particular day Dexter had nodded off to sleep... 



 

Whilst doing so he experienced a vivid and terrifying dream... 

 

...of being pursued by a monstrous blackberry/grape hybrid. The shock of the dream 

was so...er...shocking that he awoke with a start - to be confronted with... 

 



...the sight of the Supreme Being - it's shiny teeth flashing with anger. 

"What the hell do you think you're doing, you lazy little git!" The Supreme Being's 

voice boomed inside Dexter's head. "I didn't give you idle bleeders sentience just so's 

you could sit around on your sun-tanned backsides all day, doing sod-all and talking 

about your bathing shorts! You need to get up and do something interesting. Something 

that will challenge you both physically and intellectually. I suggest that you get your 

dozy chums up off sand; and take them to the Museum of Future Technology!" 

Dexter awoke for a second time. He quickly rationalized that the first awakening hadn't 

been real, and that the Supreme Being's voice had been his imagination at work. But it 

gave him pause for thought: "What an idle bunch of wallies we are." He said out loud. 

Moments later he joined his friends, who were busy looking at the sea in the hope of 

seeing a few skimpily-dressed female earplugs emerging from the warm sun-drenched 

water... 

 

"Mis amigos," he began, "I've had a brilliant idea." 

Dexter then related his brief tale. It met with a favourable response. "Yeah," Enrique, 

Carlos, Dani, and Tito cheered as one, "let's get down!" 

So after a quick top-up of their tans, they set out upon a march in the opposite direction 

to the sea - something that none of them could recall ever having done since they’d left 

school… 

 



"I aint never done this before." Enrique told the other four. 

"I hope we don't die of over-exertion." Dani stated fearfully. 

"Or over-excitement." Carlos added. "I nearly had a heart attack last week - when that 

female earplug accidentally dropped her tray of hot churros and chocolate down the 

front of my T-shirt. I don't have a powerful constitution: sudden surprises can loosen 

my bowels you know.” 

Only Tito remained mute. This was not because he was deep in thought, or that fear 

was overwhelming him: it was solely because he'd dropped behind the others in the 

deepening sand, and couldn't hear a word anyone was saying.  

Meanwhile Rudi, Yu-Wah, and Android had managed to find a way inside the old 

museum, and now they wondered if they would ever see their friends and loved ones 

ever again – ever... 

 

 

It was a sad and forlorn Rudi, Yu-Wah, and Android who stared out of the window that 

overlooked the roof of the old abandoned museum… 

 

"I would liken this to a kick in the knee cap." Rudi said too quietly for comfort. 

"I once caught my nose in the door of my father's industrial-sized fridge." Yu-Wah 

responded. "This situation isn't dissimilar." 



"Would I be right in thinking that you are both feeling rather sorry for yourselves?" 

Android inquired from across the brief divide. He then added: "If that's the case - then 

follow me. I'm an advanced super-soldier: I can find my way out of any situation." 

Suddenly, like the arrival of spring in northern latitudes, positivity blossomed inside 

both earplugs. "Yeah?" They both said with broadening smiles. "Then lead on, you 

turquoise freak." 

So, a short while later... 

 

"Look," Android squealed with delight, "a corridor that's exactly the same shade of 

turquoise as me!" 

Unsurprisingly both Rudi and Yu-Wah were decidedly underwhelmed. "Lovely." They 

said. "Can we go now?" 

So they did, and before long Android found his way on to a precipitous ledge... 

 



...where he spotted a charming hat that was also turquoise. 

"What are the mathematical chances of that?" He exclaimed in a questioning tone. 

But as he stretched to retrieve the mysterious hat, he discovered that it was illusory: a 

cunning trap that had been laid by psychic, predatory, feral Waxy Cheese Rinds... 

 

"Oh blast!" Android cried out as he placed the imaginary hat upon his head. 

Now had Android been a living breathing earplug he might have screamed in panic. But 

he wasn't: so he merely panicked in silence and fell from the precipitous ledge… 

 

Fortunately he deployed an arresting wire that he kept secreted in his trousers, and 

Rudi was able to grab it before Android was dashed to pieces upon the unyielding floor 

below. But he wasn't quick enough to stop... 



 

...Android being caught up, and suspended, in an ancient Web of Fear. 

"Argh," Android called up to his flesh and blood friends, "I can hear the sounds of 

rusty shears being sharpened." 

Rudi knew sod-all about the original museum, but Yu-Wah had been raised from a 

child in the Museum of Future Technology, and therefore had passed several 

examinations at school that dealt with its history. She knew, only too well, that the 

sounds of rusty shears could mean only one thing: a mechanoid spider was preparing to 

rip Android from the web, and recycle him! When Rudi learned this he began pulling 

with all his might upon the arrester wire... 

 



But, just when it seemed that all his efforts would be in vain - suddenly Android 

appeared upon the floor once more - as though nothing had ever happened - except that 

the dusty floor was now no longer dusty, but covered in gravel. 

 

"What the heck happened there?" Rudi asked of no one in particular. 

"It's almost as if we've all gone completely bonkers." Yu-Wah exclaimed. “How could 

Android have been dangling on his special arrester wire one second; and then standing 

here the next?” 

"I don't give a monkey what happened." Android said gratefully. "I'm just glad that I 

haven't been recycled!" 

Rudi, Yu-Wah, and Android were confused beings; but they weren't alone in that state 

of mind. By now Luigi and Marco had arrived in the cemetery, and Luigi was 

wondering what he was doing there. It was almost as though the loss of the Hat Wearing 

contest had stripped him of his self-worth, his confidence, and his intellect… 

 



Morosely he stumbled about the uneven ground - recalling his earlier days of hat- 

wearing glory... 

 

...when he and his troupe would stand atop the pedestal of Hat-Wearing greatness... 

 

...and Giuseppe would make lascivious remarks to his team-mates. 

 



With a sigh of abject despair he turned away, and made for the crypt where Marco 

awaited him at the zombie machine. 

 

"Okay, Luigi," Marco said bravely from inside the zombie machine, "I'm a ready to 

make like the zombie." 

"But Marco," Luigi cried, "You don't a have your pudding hat!" 

"Where I'm a going, I'm not gonna need the pudding hat." Marco replied even more 

bravely. "Hitta the button!" 

So Luigi operated the simple controls, and within moments... 

 

"Oh, Marco," Luigi exclaimed, "you look a like a the dung!" 

It was true. Even by zombie standards, Marco looked terrible. Worse still, he was so 

rotten that several body parts fell off. For a moment both Air Freshener Caps stood 



aghast: then Luigi had a fantastic idea: "Marco, get a back in the zombie machine: I 

gotta the great idea." 

So Marco did, and this is what happened when Luigi switched the dials and reversed 

the polarity... 

 

"Holy cow!" Luigi yelled with disbelief. "Marco, you are the beautiful female Air 

Freshener Cap. I wanna take you behind a the bike shed and give you the big kiss!" 

Marco was thrilled. "Hey, Luigi, you are the right. I’m a real pretty girl now. I decide I 

don't wanna be Marco no more: Call me the Sofia from now on." 

So Sofia placed her pudding hat upon her lovely head, and she and Luigi made their 

way out of the crypt - intent upon re-entering the Museum of Future Technology, and 

wowing everyone who clapped eyes upon her beauty. 

 



Meanwhile Candy and Vic had separated themselves from Doctor Snippentuck and the 

others... 

 

...and had gone disco dancing in the hope that by relaxing to boogie beats, Vic might 

improve his visible spectrum wind breaking. 

"All this jiggling and heavy bass lines are ramping up my intestinal gas production." 

Vic informed Candy. "I reckon that if I'm not ready to produce the goods now, I never 

will be." 

So they dashed out of the discotheque; found a quiet spot; and moments later... 

 

"Oh darn it, just another white paint job."  Vic groaned. "But I felt so ready!" 

With no other recourse Vic and Candy bit the bullet, and tried roller disco. 



 

But before the insistent groove had barely begun, a rhythmic spasm ran through Vic's 

body. 

"Quick," he yelled to Candy, "the unisex toilet!" 

Moments later... 

 

"Oh my," Candy said breathlessly, "you farted a feather. We are one serious team of 

visible wind breakers. Let's try it together. Let's blast as one." 



So, much to the consternation of everyone in the toilet, Vic and Candy produced this... 

 

...and (because it was all captured on CCTV with automatic access to the World Wide 

Web) instant stars were born. 

Chapter Eight 

3D wind-breaking, it seemed, had brought both joy and success to Vic and Candy, but 

Rudi, Yu-Wah, and Android were in a vastly less enviable position. 

"Oh, by the rough, annoying stitching in my gussets - what's that?" Yu-Wah screamed 

as... 

 



...the ground moved, and something turquoise began to appear. 

"It's me." Android squealed like a little female. "Or at least something very similar!" 

And indeed it was - VERY similar... 

 

"Hello, I'm Wonky." The emergent Android said, as it turned to greet the three lost 

souls. "Wonky by name; wonky by nature; and quite possibly wonky by design. How 

can I help you?" 

"Do you know the way out of here?" Yu-Wah asked. 

"We're trying to find our way back to the Museum of Future Technology." Rudi added 

for clarification. 

"If I knew the way back to the Museum, do you really think I'd be lying around in a 

pile of gravel?" Wonky replied. "Are you suffering from oxygen deprivation, or 

something?" Then something happened. It was almost as if Wonky could hear some 

sort of siren song that eluded the other's ability to discern from the background rumble 

of distant, advanced machinery. "On the other hand," it said chirpily, "follow me." 

 



Android wasn't sure that he trusted the new-comer. He knew from experience how 

dodgy damaged or faulty super-soldiers could be. They could lie. They could cheat. 

They could forget to flush the toilet when you weren't looking. And Wonky looked 

decidedly 'wonky' to Android. Nevertheless, with no other hope of salvation, he joined 

Rudi and Yu-Wah as they trailed in his wake. Then Wonky did what none of them 

expected: he disappeared around a corner. A split second later... 

 

"I was afraid of this." Android said to his startled chums. "We're trapped in a layer of 

air between impregnable force fields." 

And Rudi said, "That's bad. That's very bad. ‘Specially since I wanna use the toilet. 

And I wanna use it now!" 

Moments later the force field seemed to take on physical form. 

 

It became a mesh through which they could all breathe. 

"Great." Said Rudi. "Or it would be if all I wanted was a Number One. But I don’t!" 

As if upon command - or more accurately 'upon a command' - the mesh dissipated into 

nothingness... 



 

...and the threesome were greeted by the sight of the strangest creature that any of them 

had ever seen - or imagined for that matter. It appeared to be sheltering behind its own 

personal force field defensive screen cupola. 

"The toilet's behind the third door on the left." It said. 

"Thanks." Rudi said hurriedly, and quickly made his escape. 

A few minutes later he returned - a new earplug it seemed. "Ah, that feels so good." He 

said. "Now I'm ready for anything." 

As if on cue the strange creature dropped its defensive screen… 

 

"So," it said, "what brings you three here?" 



"Wonky." Yu-Wah replied. 

"Don't be so pedantic." The creature snapped. "I sent him to fetch you. I mean - what 

are you doing wandering around an abandoned museum?" 

Rudi explained. 

"Oh you poor things." The creature responded. "That makes me feel almost as rotten 

as my toilet. You didn’t leave any unsightly smears, I hope?" 

Rudi shook his head. 

"Good," the creature almost smiled as it spoke, "because I can't abide dirty slaves." 

"Slaves?" Yu-Wah's scream pierced the air. 

"Did I say that I was ready for anything?" Rudi inquired of no one in particular. "I 

lied: I'm not ready for that. No one could be ready for that!" 

Meanwhile Magnuss had greeted his Auntie Doris, and now took her to try a hover mat 

for size... 

 

"Oh this is fun." She called above the hum of the anti-gravity generators as the two 

earplugs were lifted from the floor by barely visible forces. "Let's go higher." 



So they did. 

 

Magnuss considered himself as something of an 'old hand' at flying, so he didn't go 

"Wheeee!" as the hover mats lifted the two of them to new heights. But Doris did. 

"Right," she called after recovering her composure, "let's race along at speed past the 

Advanced Technology First Aid Tent. I'm in the mood for scaring a few nurses!" 

So they did that too. And it almost ended in tragedy. If only Magnuss had known - 

perhaps he could have warned Auntie Doris. But Auntie Doris was adamant: she 

wanted to 'scare a few nurses', and scare a few nurses she would. But as the two ear 

plugs swooped by the vast fabric establishment... 

 



...the tent's super advanced defensive antibodies attempted to knock them from their 

hover mats  by lashing out at them as they passed, and tried to neutralise them as 

though they were bacteria invading the body of the establishment. Not that Doris cared: 

she was enjoying herself with reckless abandon. Magnuss was enjoying it a whole lot 

less though because his hover mat tilted so alarmingly that he nearly fell off. And when 

it was over, and the hover mat renter called 'time' on their antics... 

 

...Auntie Doris was arrested for 'Extreme Stupidity Whilst in Charge of a Hover Mat' 

and placed upon the Pedestal of Shame - otherwise known as the Pedestale De Twits - 

where passers-by - like Horst and Greta Stenchlinger, Cray-Zee, Doctor Snippentuck 

amongst others - could have their photo taken with the miscreant sociopath – then pelt 

her with rotten vegetables. But worst was to come. She was given three hours 'hard 

labour' where she was forced to push a wheelbarrow around the Museum of Future 

Technology - without the aid of a wheel! 

"Oh crumbs." Auntie Doris said as she pushed the wheel-less wheelbarrow past the 

central heating furnace... 

 

"Corks!" She bellowed as she pushed the wheelbarrow past the central reactor core... 



 

"What a twit I am, boys." She mumbled as her imagination overcame her common 

sense, and she thought that she could see images of Rudi and Valentine upon a huge 

wall-mounted screen that showed them first arriving much earlier in the day... 

 



And her subsequent bout of depression meant that she almost joined a pair of base-

jumpers as they prepared to leap into a huge hole... 

 

But instead she decided to find her own hole into which she could dive... 

 



...and it was very deep, and filled with water. In fact it was the cooling tank of the 

central reactor; and when she finally plucked up the courage to leap, she found that the 

water was... 

 

...very supportive, and she bobbed around merrily like a bright yellow cork for ages and 

ages. 

"Now all I have to do is find my way out of here." She said when she eventually grew 

bored with the gentle Brownian motion. "I wonder where this discharge pipe leads." 

Meanwhile Android had grown fearful of a life of slavery, and his bowels had become 

bothersome. He'd decided to hide behind a small kiosk so that no one would notice, but 

Rudi had gone looking for him. 

 

"What's that?" He inquired after the strange tear-drop shaped item upon the floor. 

Android grinned with embarrassment: "I don't like to say." He answered. 



"It looks like an amber shard." Rudi said as he reached to touch it. 

"No!" Android yelped in alarm. "It's not what you think it is. You see, I've just done a 

poop. Super-soldiers don't do them often: and usually only under duress." 

But Rudi wasn't to be put-off. "No," he said, "I know an amber shard when I see one: 

and that is definitely an amber shard. Android, you could be our salvation: amber 

shards are worth a fortune. Do a few more and we could soon buy our freedom from the 

being who calls himself Gobby!" 

"Yeah?" Android looked hopeful. "I know where there are a few more of these. I 

extruded them when I first escaped." 

It was Rudi's turn to say "Yeah?" Then he added, "Where was that?" 

Meanwhile Auntie Doris had found her wheel-less wheelbarrow again. She'd tossed it 

from a random ledge, but by pure chance it had landed in the same place that the 

coolant tank discharge pipe emerged - inside the ancient subterranean hover mat park. 

But more importantly she discovered something else... 

 

"Well I'm blowed!" She screamed with delight. "Amber shards! Now if I can just kick 

that poxy wheelbarrow back into shape..." 

So before long... 

 

...she was pushing a fortune of android plop back towards the surface. 



So whilst everything seemed to be coming up roses for Auntie Doris, the same couldn't 

quite be said for Los Tapones De España, who had finally struggled free from the 

cloying sand of the playa, but now found themselves exposed to the searing heat of the 

sun upon a clifftop. 

 

"I'm smiling," Dani said, "but only because my parents taught me to smile through 

adversity." 

It was Enrique who next spoke: "I'm smiling too; but for me it's a case of 'if I don't 

smile I'll cry'." 

"Ditto." Carlos grumbled. 

"Well at least we're young, fit, strong, and vaguely handsome." Tito reminded the 

others. "If we should have the misfortune of becoming lost on the way to the Museum of 

Future Technology, at least we could become male models to keep our bellies full." 

Dexter was equally optimistic: "It won't come to that." He said confidently. "I've 

brought a bag of my mum's cucumber sandwiches along for the ride." And in support 

of Dexter's optimism, very soon the end of the second phase of their journey became 

apparent... 

 



"Isn't that...? Dani began. 

"The Transfer Conduit Station!" Enrique finished for him. "Praise be to the Supreme 

Being: we can get out of this merciless sun. I swear my sun tan has a sun tan!" 

Shortly they found themselves being greeted by the Robot Ticket Collector... 

 

"Hola." It said. "Where are you bunch of small, but perfectly formed fellas off to 

then?" 

"The Museum of Future Technology." Dexter, who held the group's collective funds, 

said in reply. 

"You'll be wanting Ida y Vuelta, then." The Ticket Collector all but stated a fact. 

"No." Dexter replied indignantly. "We want One Way tickets." 

The Ticket Collector sort of snorted its disbelief. "Ever the optimist." It said. Then it 

stated the fare. 

"But I haven't got that much." Dexter wailed. "Oh foolish me - for squandering our 

small fortune on those bocadillos and delicious ron y colas!" 

But Tito had the perfect answer for Dexter's problem: "Pay for yourself Dexter; and 

we'll all jump in the travel pod together. It won't matter: we all smell divine." 



"What?" The Ticket Collector bellowed. "You can't do that!" 

But it was too late because Dexter had tossed his funds at the Ticket Collector, and all 

five earplugs had plunged in... 

 

...and for a moment they wished they hadn't. "Oh this is awful," they cried out in 

unison as the pod began its transference to the far away Museum, "it's so cramped in 

here, we care barely breathe!"  

But like all transfer conduits, the one that carried Los Tapones De España from the 

beach to the Museum, moved with such rapidity that it seemed to its passengers that 

almost no time at all had passed before they discovered they'd reached their destination 

– even if it did make them feel overtly sick… 

 



"Right then," the museum’s Robot Ticket Collector said, "five strapping lads like you 

must have some idea what you hope to find inside the Museum of Future Technology." 

 

Pointing at Tito it added: "What about you - you devilishly handsome chap? What do 

you hope to find?" 

For Tito this question was just about the worst he could have hoped for. He hadn't 

spent a solitary nanosecond cogitating upon the subject. "Er..." He prevaricated. 

"Come along: come along." The Robot Ticket Collector demanded tetchily. "No ideas 

means you have no imagination; and we don't waste our time dealing with people who 

have no imagination!" 

Dexter's heart sank: neither he, nor his narcissistic friends, had an iota of imagination: 

instead they had to struggle through life with mere good looks and superb tans. Clearly, 

unless one of them could conjure up an answer, none of them would enter the museum 

today. "Um..." He said. 

Chapter Nine 

Whilst the tapones were struggling to become imaginative, other stuff was happening 

within the Museum of Future Technology. Stuff like... 

 



...normally pretty females having their faces temporarily rearranged in a futuristic 

'Squishy Tube'. 

And... 

 

Vic and Candy seeing each other in the glow of new love... 

 

...in the wake of their spectacular success at visible spectrum farting. 

And... 



 

...Raj, Mary, and Kevin - the three zombies in search of their friends, Vic and Bob – 

who were still trying to make their way into the inhabited exhibition area. In 

desperation they'd clambered aboard an ore carrier that they hoped would take them 

past the security net that protected the super hi-tech facility. 

"I may be a member of the shuffling dead," Mary said, as she struggled to maintain her 

balance in the mag-lev ore bogey, "but all this ore is playing havoc with my scabrous 

buttocks!" 

The others agreed, and were almost overjoyed when a huge sucky-thing plucked them 

from the ore carrier, and... 

 

...dropped them into a hopper. 

They were even more almost overjoyed when... 



 

...a big scoop pitched them to the floor, which allowed them to make their bid for 

freedom. 

Meanwhile Tito discovered that (under duress) he was capable of breaking out of his 

limited thought processes and trammelled mind, and was actually able to meet the 

Robot Ticket Collector's demanding criteria. "I've just thought of something I'd like to 

see in the Museum of Future Technology." He said - much to the relief of his four 

friends… 

 

"I'd like to see a photovoltaic cell that produces power when the light shines out of self-

important earplug's backsides." 



It was an inspired idea, and it fed the minds of Dexter, Dani, Enrique, and Carlos. 

"Yeah," the latter cried out, "I wanna see... 

 

...a prehensile tubular device that creeps up behind people, and zaps them with high 

voltage electricity." 

"I too have an idea." Enrique said to the Robot Ticket Collector. "I would like to see... 

 

...funny sticky foot pads that will allow me to climb vertically - up the side of glass 

buildings. And also... 



 

...walk back down again - without slipping, sliding, or losing my bicycle clips to the 

power of gravity." 

"That's nothing." Dani said dismissively. "I wanna see a huge aluminium 

amphitheatre... 

 

...with no one in it but me!" 



 

Then all eyes turned to Dexter. For a moment he considered... 

 

...surfing upon waves of rotating louvres; but suddenly changed his mind because a 

stray thought entered his head that he was certain wasn't his own. 

"I'd like to see...” 



Suddenly the successful entry into the Museum of Future Technology by Los Tapones 

De España hinged upon Dexter's next utterance. "I want to see a little yellow female of 

indeterminate age named Doris present a bundle of Amber Shards upon a stylish 

pedestal made of some obsidian-coloured material." He announced, and had no idea 

why he said it. As he did so he fancied he could actually see the scene he'd just 

described… 

 

"Who is this female?" He asked his inner self. "How has she entered my 

consciousness?" 

But he had no time to conjecture further because the Robot Ticket Collector said: "Muy 

bien: you may enter!" 

So a few seconds later the five sun-lovers had entered the artificially illuminated 

museum… 

 



"Come on, boys." Dexter urged the others, "It's not like we suffer from claustrophobia. 

Loosen up. relax. Let's go check this place out!" 

So they did... 

 

...by visiting Mr Pong's Exotic Food restaurant for a cafe con leche and a slice of tortilla. 

Then they checked out some of what they'd missed by arriving too late in the day. They 

did this by watching a resumé in a small cinema near the entrance… 

 

They watched as Magnuss was unfairly arrested for not misusing the futuristic urinal. 

They also watched as... 



 

...EvilRoboSecGua's UFO arrived; and Magnuss's subsequent flight aboard the space 

buggy that it carried in its hold... 

 

Remaining on the same subject, they witnessed the discovery of the secret hangar by 

Rudi and Valentine... 

 



As well as the earplug's ride in the effervescent waters of the green river... 

 

And they were particularly impressed by the earplug's courageous evacuation of 

Eyewash Station, immediately prior to its self-destruct mechanism activating 

successfully… 

 



But whilst the new boys were watching the antics of earlier; one of the 'old boys' was 

attempting to regain his freedom... 

 

"This is K’Plank the Space Wanderer's Cloak of Invincibility.” Rudi informed Yu-

Wah, Android and Wonky. "It renders its wearer invisible. The only reason that it’s not 

known as a Cloak of Invisibility is because someone else owns the copyright on that 

label." 

 "Who said that?" Yu-Wah inquired. "Where are you? Stop talking from thin air: I'm 

frightened." 

Any potential explanation of Rudi's was interrupted by the arrival of their captor and 

slave owner – Gobby. 

 

"Boys, Girls, and things - I have some good news and some bad news." The strange 

being said. "I've just seen a broadcast on the Museum's internal television network: 

apparently there's to be an exhibition in the grand hall this evening." 

Rudi didn't enjoy being a slave, even if he didn't have to actually do anything slave-like: 

just being one was bad enough. Consequently his response wasn't particularly pleasant: 

"Don't tell me: they're going to hang you up on the basketball hoop, and we all take 

turns at you with a baseball bat." 



Gobby should have taken umbrage, but he was too excited to notice Rudi's slur. "No - 

there's going to be an exhibition of real-time, live, three-dee farting - and I can't go!" 

"Why not?" Yu-Wah inquired reasonably enough. 

"Because I'm one of a kind." Gobby replied. "When people see me they'll stop watching 

the spectacle; and start pointing at me, and possibly poke me with sharp implements 

and expose me to potentially hazardous radiation. It will be unbearable." 

"I sense that there's more to this good news / bad news stuff." Rudi stated. 

Gobby looked down his considerable gob at Rudi, and said: "Your senses have not 

failed you, earplug. You see, I'm so excited about witnessing some real-time wind-

breaking that I'm willing to set you all free if...if...you can get me to the grand hall 

without anyone actually seeing me or being aware of my presence." 

"Can I have that in writing?" Rudi asked. 

Two minutes later... 

 

"You mean - you really can't see me?" Gobby squealed with delight. 

"Check yourself out in the mirror." Rudi instructed him. "There's one in the toilet. You 

might want to clean it first though: I was feeling slightly dejected about this slavery 

stuff and, well...you know how it is..." 

"Or you could just take our word for it that you're invisible." Yu-Wah suggested. 

But Gobby didn't take Yu-Wah's word for it. Instead he stared into her beady, rather 

unattractive eyes. Not only did he see honesty reflected in them; but he also failed to see 

himself reflected too. 

"We clip both my ears with a chainmail glove!" He yelled excitedly. "You're telling the 

truth. This is wonderful. Let's all share a celebration pork luncheon meat sandwich!" 

Meanwhile... 



 

...Los Tapones De España were taking in the delights of futuristic earplug art. 

"Oh it's lovely." Tito opined. "But why has it got just the one eye?" 

"The other one was poked out with a sharp stick." Carlos answered expertly. 

But despite the undoubted skills of the earplug artists, they quickly tired of the strange 

alien art, and became very aware of the closeness of the walls and the ceiling's lack of 

height. So much so that... 

 

...they decided to get out before panic set in. 



Chapter Ten 

 

Dan Down'n'out heard the news of the forthcoming wind-breaking exhibition on the 

crackling speakers of the P.A system in the disused hover mat park… 

 

"Oi, you pair of slovenly tarts." He said to his two vile wives. "Get your glad rags on: 

we're hitting the town!" 

And in another part of the Museum of Future Technology... 

 



...Los Tapones De España were in a video booth, trying out as a five piece soul group. 

And in yet another part of the museum... 

 

...the three zombies were within moments of entering mainstream life. But it didn't turn 

out as nice for them as they'd hoped... 

 

...because people didn't like the look of them. They didn't much care for the smell 

either. So, shamed at the rebuff... 



 

...they sought a temporary reprieve behind a lattice-work decoration. But it couldn't 

last, so they found somewhere slightly less conspicuous to hide... 

 

...that being the computer room, which was quiet and free of living earplugs. 

"This is absolutely terrible!" Raj exclaimed. 



"I had no idea we stank." Mary whined. "Some earplugs actually gagged!" 

"But we can't go back to the cemetery," Kev cried out, "despite an intense desire to. Do 

you remember what the grave-digger said to us?" 

Mary and Raj cast their minds back to the beginning of their sojourn. 

 

"Whadda ya want? Don't touch me. Sod off, why don’t cha!" 

"No." Kev said as he carefully shook his head. "After that." 

 

"You're freaks, you are. They'll never let you in the museum, you know. You don't 

belong there: you belong here. If I had my way I'd have you blown up with an atom 

bomb. So just remember this: after you leave, I'm locking the gate. There's no return 

for you, you dripping cadavers, you!" 



Mary sighed: "Living earplugs find us disgusting." She said. "Maybe they're a little 

intimidated by us too." 

But any further conversation was thwarted by... 

 

...their unwanted discovery by a passing SubRoboSecGua. 

"What the heck do you think you're doing littering up the computer room?" It 

bellowed in the confined space. "Don't you realise that all those disgusting bacteria that 

are constantly sloughed from your mouldy bodies could seriously inhibit the continued 

operation of the sensitive equipment in here!" 

Nervously Raj explained the zombie's situation. 

"Oh, you poor bleeders." SubRoboSecGua cried out in cybernetic pain. "Come with 

me: I'll put you right." 

Ready to grab at the slenderest of straws, Raj, Mary, and Kevin followed where the 

security robot led them. And where it led them was into the bowels of one of the earlier 

incarnations of the museum, where they were introduced to... 



 

An inert ring, made from some unknown material, stood before the three zombies, and 

seemingly mocked them with its grey 'deadness'. 

"It mocks us with its grey deadness." Raj stated poetically. “Seemingly anyway.” 

"It must be a complete space/time swine." Mary suggested equally poetically. 

 

"It was discovered long ago," SubRoboSecGua informed them, "during the era of the 

Museum of Hyper Technology. The last time that it was seen working, ruination befell 

the museum." 



Although he couldn't see any point in looking at a long-dead doomsday machine, Kevin 

felt he should say something: "Where did it come from?" He asked, though he really 

didn't care.  

SubRoboSecGua showed that it wasn't above poetic wordy-stuff itself when it replied: 

"Its origins are cloaked in the shadows of time. We know only that it was unearthed 

from the swampy remains of the Museum of Super Technology." 

 

"I think I see a theme here." Raj said. "This thing is either temporal dynamite, or the 

Devil's lavatory seat. Why are you showing this to us?" 

"It’s called The Ring of Destiny." SubRoboSecGua answered him. "I just thought that 

if you could get it working, it could give some meaning to your lives. It’s either this, or 

you go begging to the grave-digger to let you back into the cemetery." 

"We'll think about it." Raj told him. 

So for a while they left the Ring of Destiny to its solitude once more. But what 

SubRoboSecGua couldn't possibly have known was... 

 



...that the vengeful red-eyed Sentinel Robot - the only Sentinel Robot absent when the 

Poopy Robot Calamity claimed its compadres - had been following it, hidden from view 

within a portable Cone of Invisibility. And had SubRoboSecGua known what was to 

follow it would have pressed its own self-destruct button, because... 

 

...it had been followed to the Ring of Destiny. Now Red-Eye considered the dormant 

device. "Hmmm," it said, "I'm from the future: surely if anyone can kick-start this 

tatty old bit of kit it's me!" 

Meanwhile Los Tapones De España were in the process of discovering that some of the 

items they'd hoped to see actually existed... 

 

...and they found them in the Earplug Anatomy exhibit, for which they'd stood in line 

for almost five minutes. 



 

But not only did they discover those wondrous things, they also found... 

 

...facsimiles of neural activity in which they could float effortlessly. Or... 

 



...strange electrical stimulation of the buttocks. Or... 

 

...trying out a gigantic replica of the large intestine. Or the special spectacles that 

allowed the wearer too see right around the world and up their neighbour’s trouser 

leg.... 

 

Or the highly stylized high-security jail… 

 



Or...Well the list could go on and on because there were just so many exhibits for them 

to see. But Dexter thought it would be wise if they didn't get too excited, and suggested 

that they visit the lavatory. But this decision would have repercussions that not one of 

the five tanned earplugs could have imagined. Instead of using the futuristic urinal that 

had proved so popular with the Earplug Brothers earlier in the day, Los Tapones De 

España elected to use the more traditional type. Unfortunately they chose to enter a loo 

in which K’Plank the Space Wanderer had fitted several microphones. But what 

K’Plank hadn't reckoned with was Tito's ability to hear ultra-high frequency radio 

transmissions; and it didn't take long for the five earplugs to discover that someone was 

using technology to eavesdrop upon them… 

 

And when confronted by K’Plank, who didn't even attempt to explain his actions, they 

ran away in disgust. But later, when they had time to recover their wits and sense of 

decency, they mistook the passing Shakespearian actor, Brian Blasted, for what they 

assumed was their would-be blackmailer... 

 



...and called him names. Naturally a perplexed Brian grew furious and duly bellowed at 

them; but there were five of them, and only one of Brian, so they jeered him, and 

pushed him about a bit... 

 

Fortunately the former zombie previously known as the Clone Magginess was never 

more than a heartbeat away, and rushed to Brian's aid: "Oi, you bunch of foreign 

fiends." She yelled as best a former zombie could. "Leave my Brian alone!"  

Then Magnuss arrived and explained their error, but he did so by utilising rude words, 

over and over again – very loudly, and with great vehemence…. 

 



Carlos and Tito were so shocked by his bad language that... 

 

...they ran and hid, whilst the others offered profuse apologies. But still their misery was 

not to end. A passing Female Police Plug called them over and gave them a right telling-

off... 

 

Meanwhile, Gobby had kept his word, and released Yu-Wah, Rudi, and Android. It was 

the latter duo who went in search of Android's golden shards… 

 



“It was definitely here that you left your deposit?" Rudi inquired. "You couldn't 

possibly be mistaken?" 

"A super-soldier always remembers where he pooped." Android informed the eldest of 

the Earplug Brothers. "One never knows when one might have need of one's effluent." 

"So where is it?" Rudi demanded. 

Android then did something that Rudi would never have expected. He rolled back time, 

and they both witnessed the emergence of the ghostly image of... 

 

...Rudi's Auntie Doris, at the very moment that she discovered the golden shards. 

"Impressive stuff." Rudi said in an impressed tone. "Like wow, man: I'm just so 

impressed!" 

"Would you like me to track the miscreant?" Android both inquired and suggested at 

the same time. 

Rudi grinned for the first time since he'd accidentally caught sight of Yu-Wah's frilly 

knickers in the washing machine in the back room of Mister Pong’s restaurant. "Go for 

it." He replied. 

So before long... 

 



...Rudi and Android were in hot pursuit of the missing treasure. 

The End 
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